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Stabmother details 
E.U. tuition policy 
by FILLAkD MILMORE 
· . , . NEWS: Is Housing Director David 
(The ~cchsav1er News Bu~mess A. Bum planning to declare a room 
an.d Fmance r~porte~, F1llard and board increase? 
Md~more, recently mterv1ewed E. U. STA BM-· Did God make little 
Business Manager Thomas St~b- green apples? 
mother. Mr. St~bmother explams NEWS: lsee. Just how great an in-
the economic and fiscal 
ramifications of the E.U. Board of 
Trustees decision to adopt a "flat 
rate" tuition schedule.) 
NEWS: Mr. Stabmother, could 
you briefly describe Ecchs U.'s new 
"flat rate?" 
STABM.: Basically, E.U.'s "flat 
rate" can distinguished from the "flat 
. rate" systems of other universities by . 
its method of computing tuition fees. 
At most other universities, a stan-
dard tuition fees. At most other un-
iversities, a standard tuition fee is ar-
bitratily levied on a wide variety of 
standard course loads,. ·and this is 
how the system gets called ''flat 
rate." At Ecchsavier, however; we 
will continue to charge by the credit 
hour; we use "flat rate" terminology 
as a result of projections predicting 
the posture of the parents ofE. U. un-
dergraduates about eight ·seconds 
after opening next year's first bill. 
NEWS: What will the new tuition 
rates be? 
STABM-· Basic tuition will be 
$89.95 per credit hour, with a man-
datory $40 Jab fee-that will be 
slightly higher for coui:ses that do 
have labs. 
TUITION vs. i:NROLIJIENT: Ecchs UniT. 
crease will it be? 
STA BM.: Oh, its just going to be a 
great increase~ It'll be the greatest in-
crease you ever saw-frankly, I have 
no idea at this time. However, I am 
told that the Work-Study girl who 
typed up Mr. Bum's copy of the new 
fee schedule has applied for permis-
sion to live off campus at Stouffer's 
downtown, on grounds it will be 
cheaper. 
NEWS: What sort offinancial-aid 
programs are available to the stu-
dent who is severely-well-
troubled by the new rates? 
STABM.: We have several. We 
realize that the new "flat rate" system 
will pose especially great problems 
for Seniors who took all their labs in 
Coeds ... Assaulted 
. . 
after IM contest 
Two E.U. co-eds were held over-
night for observation at Adequate 
Samaritan Hospital and released 
following an assault incident late 
Monday night, Ecchsavier Security 
sources disclosed today. 
"A Secutity guard found us .. 
.well, afterwards," a shaken Laurie 
Durmpheimer whimpered on her 
return to campus. "He took us to the 
Campus Health Center, where they 
gave us Streptomycia, penicillin, 
Tetracycline, sulfa, Coricidin, and 
Vigoro. But then when the Security 
guard. told the intern on duty that 
we'd been mugged, he took all the 
oills back. l · guess that's okav. 
though. The doctors at Adequate 
Samaritan told us if we'd ever taken 
all that stuff they gave us all at once, 
it would have killed us." 
The Ecchsavier News was unable 
to contact the intern in question and 
ask why he refused to medicate the 
co-eds on learning they had been 
· mugged. However, this reporter was 
told by a well-placed E.U. Health 
Center source that "The Health 
Center does ~ot give medicine or 
medical attention to mugging vic-
tims. We have not done so since 
Public Relations issued a newsletter 
two years ago which stated that 
muggings do not occur on the E.U. 
campus. Ever since, as a University-
funded service we have been unable 
to treat students who have un-
dergone assault, since the University 
position is that the assault has not 
taken place." 
Junior Augusta Spitz recounted 
the assault itself for News reporters. 
"Laurie and I'd played in an in-
tramural water-balloon polo 
playoff. We were crossing Victory 
Parkway on our way to the dorms 
when it happened. It was terrible," 
Ms. Spitz spat. "There were three of 
them. They threw us to the pave-
ment, kicked us onto the sidewalk, 
emptied our purses and took our 
watches. One of them waved a 
switchblade under my nose and 
shouted obscenities at me. Then 
they-then they dragged us off into 
the trees by South Hall and brutaJJy 
their first three years. After all, the 
student taking a laboratory course 
realizes a substantial savings under 
the new system of lab fees for all 
Consumer New-s 
Kampf sees advantages in 
ne·w cafeteria/ computer 
center alliance 
classes. In order· to prevent some The Ecchsavier News has learned 
students from suffering unduly from that Mr. Abnorm Kampf, Food Ser-
thC increases because of their own vice Director for Shungood Food 
study situations, a number of funds Company, Ecchsavier Division, has 
have been set up. Some of them will ·negotiated a quarter-million-dollar 
even be available to students. deal with the E. U. Computer Center 
.. NEWS: What are the most impor- for the design of computer programs 
tant of these financial-aid programs, aimed at streamlining cafeteria 
and how does a beleaguered student operations. . 
apply? This step was taken after Mr. 
. --S.TABM.: . Several -new Work.- Kampf was dissatisfied with the fin-
Study''pasitfons will be available: rii1 ·: dings ofa student-faculty committee 
told that Mr. "Buzz" Sheerer is look- . reviewing the . food . served in · the 
tO page 3 .. Eaihsavier Cafeteria .. "The com-
.. mittee had the nerve to-well, it was 
Treasure Hunt . j~t terrible," Kampr_told the News. 
The Fifth Annual Great Treasure . You kno'Y th~e s1g~ we pos!ed 
Hunt will begin at 3 pm sharp, give m the cafetena d1scouragmg wa~tmg 
or take half an hour in front of the food? Well, the Committee 
S · h · · ' . suggested that the best way for c htz Memonal Fieldhouse Sh od F d t f ll th' d tomorrow. ungo oo s o o ow 1s a • 
vice would be if I quit turning over 
When asked what the ''treasure" perfectly good frozen portions to my 
is, Blownaway said, cooks." 
to page 2 
Phunny Foto by JOE BERTKE 
Grommet Stalled, R, ·awartb Seymour Berg before the famous Mowketeer statue. 
When Kampf challenged the com-
mittee findings, the committee in 
turn challenged Kampf to come up 
with something better. Kampf con-
tacted the Director of the E. U. Com-
puter center and negotiated a co,i-
tract for a series of program runs. of 
mathematical models of cafeteria 
service. In spite of the simplicity of 
many of the programs-most 
mathematical models of cafeteria 
service. strongly. _resemble the digit 
"O" -the Computer center is charg-
ing Shungood $254,944.52 for the 
runs. 
Queried about this high price, an 
anonymous ·source in the Bursar's 
Office revealed, "Oh, sure, we do it 
all the time. Almost any commercial 
.transaction between departments at 
E. U. is done at five or six times the 
market price. It doesn't cost the Un-




by Arman l'lin 
Geut and Berg and Co., Printers, 
who set type for and print the Ecchs 
U. News, were honored for "excep-
t ion al Christian Comitment in 
business af(airs" by the Society of 
Prematurely Ratired Ecchsavier En-
trepreneurs (S.P.R.E.E.) at a ceer-
mony held Teusday on the Mall. 
SPREE, an orginization of 
Business College almuni who have 
beenforced into premature retore-
ment by bankruptcy, government in-
vestigation, oranembezlzement rap, 
voted unanimously to award tde 
citation to Geut and Berg at its 
meeting last Thrusday in the Bur-
sar's Office. 
The citation, The citation, which 
is prsented annually by SPREE to an 
local business, noted Geut and 
Berg's "exceptonal Christian Com-
. mitment in bxdaL6ness affairs, 
which is made evident by that com-
pany's enlightened policy toward 
minoriyt emlpoyment, especially in 
the etaoinshrdlu area of hirring the 
handicapped". 
Tge citation was prasantad to 
Geut and Berg by xxxxxxx Richard 
Dean Ehrlichman, redsiprent of 
SPREE. It invluded a large, ·rucely-
det ni rp certifitifitificate and a 
brozne stautette nin ncihes hie qwer-
tyuiop asdf ghjkl zx cvbnm tfhgwu 
hbxdyowrt hs gythgggybBg. Jy, Rft 





The Ecchsavier Security Depart-
ment announced a major new 
purchase Friday, culminating six 
months of searching for a practical 
solution to the campus dog 
problem. At an estimated cost of 
$5000.00, Security officer Mason 
Hundreds assured News 
reporters, the new acquisition will 
"definitely preclude any possibili-
ty of a nocturnal tragedy because 
_of roaming dogs." 
Recently, the number of stray 
dogs wandering the f. U. campus 
has almost doubled. Most of the 
dogs are strays or local dogs per-
mitted free rein at night, Hun-
dreds believes. "Particularly 
aggressive animals include a Ger-
man Shepherd puppy who barks 
at students and feigns attacks, and 
a black mongrel, severely scarred, 
who will follow students the 
length of the campus while growl-
ing threateningly. There haven't 
been any incidents so far, but we 
want to make sure it stays that 
way." to page 4 
Observance 
is pla-nned 
Monday, April 7, has been set by 
the Office of Student Envelopment 
as Tornado Observance Day, an-
nounced Student Envelopment 
Vice-President Rotterick "Buzz" 
Sheerer. Tornado Observance Day 
will commemmorate the cataclysmic 
storms of last April 3 which so 
narrowly missed the campus. 
Among the special events 
scheduled will be 100-yard dashes 
down the Mall, to simulate running 
for cover during sudden bursts of 
hail, and a game whose object is to 
determine the direction of simulated 
"emergency sirens." Prizes will also 
be awarded for Panicking, 
Whimpering, and Praying. The 
Theatre Department, under scenic 
director Dennis Henclucker, is 
already starting construction of a 
full-scale mockup of Xenia, Ohio 
which will be used for the Intramural 
Co-ed Looting · Playoffs. 
1-1 us person Hall residents are ex-
cused from attending these events, 
since Husperson is holding its own 
celebration, says Husperson Hall 
director Rocco Sayareyouseamy. 
Called simply Disaster Day and 
scheduled for April 20, it is a double 
holiday celebrating both the April 3 
tornadoes and the $50,000 fire which 
gutted the Hus person TV lounge last 
May 2. Sayareyouseamy plans a sim-
ple ceremony: at 7: 10 a.m. on the 
20th, residents will be turned out of 
bed by their RA's and lined up out-
side the building's front door-
whereupon each resident will strike a 




The grand opening of "Ruckus 
South," Husperson Hall's answer to 
Brother Tucker's Tavern, is slated · 
for this Sunday during study hours. 
The Ruckus management plans to 
make music and beverages available 
for a nominal fee, with the sounds 
coming mainly from recordings by 
the Voice of Vice himself, Frank 
Singatya. You can count on hearing 
songs like "My Kind ofClown(Bozo 
Is)" and " Strangler in the Night," 
along with an assortment of songs 






GRABBITZ: I move we give them 
the money. 
SENATOR Frank Spit: Are you 
crazy? 
GRABBITZ: It's all in the interests 
of Christian community. We should 
love our brothers, plant trees, paint 
the houses of the poor, and love 
Campus Monastery, Broom Lod~e, 
t-he Pied Diaper, first floor Koolman, 
and God. In that order. 
SENATOR Jack Bitchio: But this 
subsidy makes no sense. 
McCHAFFEE: Shut up, you 
Husperson. Give it to them! 
GRABBITZ: I move we give Dougie 
the money and our thanks for 
another job well done. Only 
$5107.63 off budget-I think that's 
some kind of a record. 
by Ray Lebowski 
VICE PRES I DE NT. Pam 
Rollerderb1•: The meeting will come 
to order. The secretary will read the 
minutes. Did I do it right, Mr. 
President? 
PRESIDENT Muck McCha//ee: I 
don't know. Did she, Saint-I mean, 
Former Senator Grabbitz? 
FORMER· SENATOR Marty 
Grahbitz: Uh, I mean to say, um, I 
think, uh, that is, uh, it is my opinion 
that, uh, that it is my observation 
that, uh, that it is my conviction that, 
uh, it is my doctrine that, uh, it is my 
conclusion that, uh, uh, uh ... 
McCHAFFEE: Thanks for that 
genuine piece of intellectual insight, 
oh great leader of the E. U. Com-
m unity. And now, heeeEEEEERE's 
the minutes! 
SECRETARY Do-re-mi- Hens: I 
don't have them, Muck. 
McCHAFFEE: Why not? 
HENS: I gave them to your 
secretary, 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY Jane 
Doorknob: I gave them to my 
secretary. 
ASSIST ANT EXEC. SEC. 
Maureen Dippe: I gave them to my 
secretary. . 
ASSIST ANT ASS'T. E.S. Terry 
Walkin: I gave them to my secretary. 
ASSISTANTA.A.E.S. Jan Wastrel: 
I gave them to my secretary. 
ASSISTANT A.A.A.E.S. Cindy 
Malehunt: I gave them to my 
secretary. 
ASSISTANT A.A.A.A.E.S. 




jklzxcvbnmo: Well, who's your 
secretary? 
CLAIROL: Tricia "Smiley" 
Bootlegger. 
SENATOR Jim Bologna: Where is 
she? 
SENATOR John (Mosquito) 
Woolite: Probably at a basketball 
game, cheering "Go Mouskies! Who 
are the Mouskies? Who am I? 
What?" 
SENA TOR Charlott le Straitjacket: 
Let's get on with this. After all, we're 
the Future Leaders of America! 
ROLLERDERBY: The first 
business is a report from our intrepid 
Social Committee chairman here at 
E.U., Darling Dougie McGraft. 
McGRAFT: I gave the report to my 
secretary. 
SECRETARY Broad .lamplighter: 
For the spring event, Mighty Gross, 
receipts were estimated at $400, and 
were actually $20.37; hall rental, 
$300 and $1500; mixers, $38 and 
$295; beer, $168 and $806; cups, SO 
and $500; band $70 and $540; and 
miscellaneous, $60 and $1700. So in-
stead of the $173 subsidy we re-
quested, we need $5280.63. 
SENATOR Bruce Foully: Isn't that 
a little too much subsidy? 
McGRAFT: Not really, just a few 
minor adjustments. 
SENA TOR Jack ()/hearts: Why the 
loss? 
McGRAFT: It's not a loss, just a 
difference between receipts and ex-
penses. You see, we have this fund, 
somewhere around $14,000 worth ... 
SENATOR Tom Muddledagain: 
Do you have to use it all this year? 
SEN A TOR Beth Bungler: I 
second-don't I, Marty? 
GRABBITZ: She does-right, 
Mary? 
JOURNALIST Mary Rankle: Yes. 
to page 12 
JAM-LETS 
Unscramble the letters and win a date with Marilyn Muddyminder. 
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Unscramble circled letters.to solve this riddle: The Kind of Stew 
Ecchsavier Is In: 
I I I I ·I I I I I 
STEW! 
STUDY ABROAD f OR f REf 
. Staged by MICHELLE PURDY 
The UNIVERSITY OF SAUDI ARABIA offers attractive co-eds a chance to study such subjects as Basic 
and Advanced Terrorism, Anti-Semitism for Beginners, and Stretching Your Petrodollars. 
The unusually generous Scholarship Program is designed so as not to interfere with valuable study time . 
during the daylight hours; all that is required is normal service in a Harem during the period of your studies 
at U. of S.A. 
Th'is is it, girls! Your chance to work and study abroad for nothing, at the exciting UNIVERSITY OF 
SAUDI ARABIA, located in the scenic Faisal Oasis. · 
AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVES: Arabian Nights Travel Agency 415 Playboy Club Building . 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 Phone (312)136·2436 · 
~T;h:e:-:"~R~u=c~k:u:s.~'~m::a:na:g:e:m:e:n:t-:ex=-~"'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiii 
tends an invitation to all Mouskies DATING ... MADE SIMPLE·'' who like to party late at 140 decibels 
or more to attend~ Tabtes and chairs 
will be provided for dancing pur-
pQses, and the floor is reserved for 
sitting, talking, or playing cards, so 
girls from the College of Mt. St. 
Rowboat are welcome. 
Treasure 
"Since it's close to Easter, we're 
going to have a typical Easter egg 
hunt. The treasure will be hidden 
in high weeds on campus, and en-
trants have to find it." 
Asked what the "treasure" will 
be this· year, Blownaway replied, 
to page 11 
45207. Subscriptlonsare$5.00peryear. TheNewll 
was entered as second class matter October 4, 
1946, at the Post Office ol Cincinnati, Ohio under 
the Act ol March 3, 1879. 
Letters submitted to the N- lor publication 
must carry .'signature and · addr•s al willer. 
Edllors reserve the right to conden1e orrejec:t any 
feller and limit frequent writers. 
Main olllcee, first floor, University Center 
Building. Newa·edltorlal telephone: (513) 745· 
3561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745-3431. 
Yes friend~! It's true! You, too, can enjoy popularity, respect with your peers, and true love! Cincinnati's newest dating service, 
Credulosity, makes it all possible. 
With Credulosity, there are no forms to fill out, no pictures to send, no measurements to reveal, and no salespeople to talk to. 
Creclulosity is not your usual computer dating service. · 
In fact Creclulosity isn't a computer dating service at all! Here's how Cr1dulosity makes it hap~en: 
Come to our headquarters downtown. Our building is.just a big w~iting room with gooey piped-in music and a defunct 18~ 380:C 
to make it look official. Here you will find many attractive, congenial people of the opposite sex. Talk to them. Maybe you II fall m 
love. 
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STAFF, "ECCHS U. NEWS" 
Editor·at·Fault and 
Executive Producer .• Tom "Our Man" Flynn 
Arts Editor .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. • . .. David Hayee 
Sparta Edita;- . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . Tim Ranaghan 
Photo Edita! . : • .. , .... ,. .. . • . .. • . .. Joe Bertke 
Editorial_ Conault~t , . . . . . . . . . . John Lechllfter 
Photographic Staff 
Special Photogrljlhic Effects 
created by .. . • .. .. .. .... .. .. . Joseph Bertke 
Photographera -. : ...•.. -• : • . • . . . • • . . Joe Bertke 
Tom Flynn 
Production Managers . • • • . . Bruno Stagmoyer 
George Atwell Beazy 
John Lechlelter 
Contributing Writers 
Waclaw Baklerowskl, Frank Bernardi, Mike 
Brown, Anita Buck, Richard Burke, Ron Caerbak, 
Shannon Flynn, Tom- Flynn:-Dave Hayes, Mary 
Henkel, Neai Hennessy, Ann81te Henry, Richard 
Laginess, ·Ray Lebowakl, Jeff Linton, Tom 
Madigan, Melin<la Merz, Tim Ranaghan, Stan 
Saunier, Larry Sheehe, Miiton Sprowl, Gayl1 
Stayton, Mike Wilder. 
This alleged "newspaper" la entirely fictional. 
Tlte Xm• New1 Is , the olllclal student 
newspaper al Xavier University. The artlclee, pie· 
lures, and format are the r•ponslblllty al the 
The N-ls published weekly during theachool editors and do not repreeent the view• al the ad-
year except during vacation and examln811on · ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier 
~eriods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio unlees apeclllcally stated. 
This ~pecfal ECCHS U. Issue was not produced 
by the regular Xavier News staff. Thia laaue la ex· 
elusively the work al a special staff 111embled ex-
pressly to produce this wanton piece of tom· 
foolery you hold In your hand1. We wantthat made 
very clear. · · 
-The Regular News Staff 
Same herel 
-Tha Special Staff . 
Production Stall · · · • 
Art Director .......••........... Carol.Jacober 
Copy Editors . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . R!t• Schoenfeld, 
· · Gayle Stayton · 
Bualn•s-Manager .•.••.. : •.....•.•. Jack J.rtrie. 
Circulation Manager .••••..•• _. •• ._. Tim Lynch 
Any relation to persons, places, or lnatltutlon1, llv· 
ing or dead, without satiric Intent, 11 coincidental. 
In fact, any relation to anything at all laju1tdumb 
fuck. 
In otherworda, thenam• have been changed ta 
protect the guilty, since they're paying for thla •.. 
as are we all. 
. ... ' ~~·"-"" 
Another place to eat 
A gustatorial celebration of the 
highest order is the fitful topping 
to an evening of heavy socializing 
on and around the Ecchsavier 
campus. 
If south of the border cuisine is 
your pleasure, High Time Chile on 
Madison, next to the theatre, is in-
deede the place to be. On a recent 
outing my acquantances and 
}'Ours truly visited this fine family 
restaraunt. The decor is tastefully 
trite with the tables finished in the 
finest. plastic. Service was quick 
and prompt although the waitress 
had a hard time of remembering 
the potato chips. Mumbling is not 
in order as the waitress is hard of 
hearing, nor is it in vogue to pass 
out in your entre. Speaking of 
which, the entres are deliscious 
with a bowl of oyster crackers 
served with the chile con came. 
Servings are of adequate propor-
tion as are the prices. We ordered 
a carafe of Croaka Cola that was of 
that Tuesday's vintage. Ah, ex-
cellance! 
A more relaxed setting can be 
found at Rob's Restaraunt located 
somewhere in Norwood, 
somewhere across from the MG 
plant. A homey atmosphere, a 
panoramic view of the finer sec-
tions of Norwood, good 
homemade cooking, quick and 
friendly service and prices to fit a 
non-existant budget can be found 
here. The fine jukebox selection, 
the pay- TV's and flipperless pinball 
machine add to the au natural 
decor. Seating is adquate, though 
it does get crowded around 2: 35 in 
the later hours. The menu in-
cludes a wide range of dinners, 
sand w h i ch es . c h i.I es and 
breakfasts. The french fries are a 
definite must foranyconnuisseur's 
palate. 
Farther along the. road con-
nuisseur's of fine pizza must visit 
Mama Pepperonis. (lone does not 
take to the blandness of Cincinnati 
pizza, Mama Pepperonis highly 
recomme.nded, her crusts are 
thich, her sauces juicy with 
sausage and pepperoni - the very 
finest. 
This is a family operation whose 
entres .. are reminiscent of the best 
homecooking of those of the 
Italian persuasion. They have not 
yet been corrupted by commer-
cialism. The combination of 
client el provide a rustic setting not 
to be duplicated anywhere. Mama 
Pepperoni's is one of the few 
restaraunts in town where the bill 
is specially tabulated to your 
pocket book. However, the fine 
food is well worth .this one draw-








[ccmavier News Staph Writer 
Dear Dr. Phorccppes: 
What can you say to a child who 
has watched both his parents die of 
that ancient medieval disease, the 
Bubonic Plague'! · 
-LOST FOR WORDS 
Dear Lost: 
You can say, "Kid, you're an 
orphan!" -DR.PHORCEPPES 
Dear Dr. Phorceppes: 
That's a very old joke. -LOST 
Dear lost: 
That's okay. It was a very old 
disease. -DR •. PHO RC EPPES 
'Treasure 
from i 
"Since it's close to Easter, we're go-
ing to have a typical Easter egg hunt. 
The treasure will be hidden in high 
weeds on campus, and entrants have 
to find it." 
Asked what the "treasure" will be 
this year, Blownaway replied, 
TREASURE to Page 5 
·adll~~...,-,' --.-... -.~f~i~~-$ ----==-=----
For WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26 
Noon Movie: "Gidget Gets A 
Hickie." 11.:30-1 :30 in the Library 
fountain. 
Self-Awareness Seminar: Marilyn· 
Muddyminder teaches interested 
students to reach Nirvana by 
assuming a lotus position and con-
templating their income tax 
deductions in the middle of the 
Victory Parkway. O'Ryan 
Terrance, 3 p.m. 
ECCHS U. NEWS staff expelled . 
from Xavier. About 4 o'clock in the· 
Developement office. 
Campus Ministry Pagan HunL 
Help Pete Culligan and his loyal 
minions capture Unitarians, Mor-
mons, and other enemies of the 
faith. All looting, ranso.ms benefit 
Campus Monastery. Meet at 
Bellbottom Chapel i.obby, 7 pm. 
Broom Lodge Feminism Forum. 
Anita Mop speaks on "Don't Be A 
Sweetheart Secretary- Talk ·Back 
to Your Male Chavinist Pig Boss." 
Broom Lodge, 8 p.m. 
For THURSDAY, MARCH 27 
Women's Self-Defense Class: Lab. 
Advanced students to seek out 
and destroy three muggers each in 
Over-The-Rhine. Liberty at Vine, 2 
a.riJ. 
_Spanish Club. Era por los "ultimas · 
anos del si81o diez y las rumores 
circulaban que el mundo va a 
acabar cuando //egue el ano mil. 
En el teatro, a las cinco. 
Pied Diaper Coffeehouse. Walk 
down our stairs without killing 
yourself and win a free cup of Java. 
Denny Muck sings ·,'if i Had -My 
Way The Statesboro Blues 
Wouldn't Be Any Way· to Get 
Along." 7 p.m. 
Broom Lodge Feminism Forum 
.II.Anita Mop speaks on "Women 
and Unemployment." Broom 
Lodge, 8 p.m. 
Social Committee Fund-Raising. 
Help Doug Mc:Graft finance his 
next debacle. Bring own guns, ski 
masks. Nitro supplied. first 
National Bank vault downtown, 10 
p.m~· 
For FRIDAY, MARCH 28 
First Day of. Easter Vaclion. No 
Classes, all Divisions; Dormitories 
Close 12 noon. 
Steak · and Shrimp 
Special.Cafeteria: 4:30-7:00 p.m. 
Stab mother family has contributed to Ecchsavier interviewed by a review board con-
recently, make that 180 points. sisting of two misers, a klep-
from page 1 NEWS: Out of how many total tomaniac, two paranmacs, a 
ing for four hearty students to carry points? sleepwalker• and any Student 
his new sedan chair. Fine Arts ST A BM.: 180. Senator. If we can't assemble such a 
NEWS: Mmhmm. What other board, the applicant goes before the 
students might be able to find factors influence the decision of Social Committee, which comes 
openings over the summer when the whether to grant financi'al a· i'd?. · · I I h 
k d fi · I be" · l "d amazing y c ose to t e proper com-tea an mejewesare mgma1. STA BM.: Several factors. . . 
As part of his continuing commit- positrnn. 
·ment to quality victuals, Mr .. Ab- Apacratd, embuictexwceellemncaekdeoeostphlearyscoomne- NEWS: What must the student 
h seeking financial aid do at his inter-
norm Kampf of the S ungood Food siderations also. A bad report from view? 
~=~~~sftl~~sf!~ .. ~~~~:Sre~~~Q~t~i: the Campus Monasterv. for exam- STA BM.: He must answer all 
few students can get in on that one, pie, is a minus ninety points. lfyou'y~ .. questions of a financial nature con-
since I'm told Mr. Kampf expects ever oeen m trouble with .l:cchs (J. · ··cisely, accurately, and to the best of 
·Security, that's 'a minus ten. O~ the his ability. He must be able to per-
quite a high turn-over rate. As a cor-. other hand, if your teachers liked(. form. the Manual of Arms to the 
· ollary to those :openings,. the Mc- you, that's a plwi fifteen. Attending satisfaction of an R.O.T.C. drill in-
Quack Health Center anticipates a 
need for a pre-med to assist in the Ecchsavier sports regularly earns structor while tapping his toes in 
paperwork re uired to write off all yo~ twenty-five points. Y ~u earn ten counterpoint to a performance of 
·those food ta~ers. po1~ts for _eyery maJ~r. ext~a-: "_Yan~ee ~ood~e·: on a· kazoo and 
NEWS: What can the student · cu~ncular act1v1ty you p:ut1c1pat~ m. . appl~m~ Ein~te1ruan tensor calculus 
looking for rants or scholarship8- Philosophy an~ theology majors to Cmcmnat1 b~s schedules. 
expect?' g · al";~Y~.~etten pomts.extra. lfyoug~t NEWS: And tf he can do all that.. 
STA BM.: Long lines. an A m Met~phys1cs, y~ucan wm .. does he get the mon~y? 
NEWS: What scholarships will be up to forty points; depending on the STA BM.: Good grief, no! If he 
v ilabl ? teacher taken, the depth of your can do all that he can get on the 
a ~TA;M.: A $25,000 fund has average bow. at the mention of Johnny Carson Sh~w and then ~e'll 
be t t sist th b ve- Thomas Aquinas, and last Satur- be able to pay for his own education! 
en se tu~ ~ash fa ose a ? day's high tide at Moose Harbor, NEWS: I'm getting the impression 
af_vera~e 
1
s u edn s w 0 ce a serious Maine. Dorm students who have that there isn't any way to qualify for 
tnancia nee · 1 d "th h . RA' f' . I "d f ha NEWS: How will eligibility be ~~an recc;ir s w1
1 
t eh1r has earn fmadnc1a at rom t t emergency 
determined? lrealize that, as a Chris- rty points, u~ ess . t ey ve a.n un · . 
tian institution. Ecctisavier wants to Open ~ous~ violauon on their ST ABM.: It . took you long 
strike a balanc~ between reco nizin docket, in which case they ~veto go enough .. Look, Mdlmore, we wentto 
11 
d istin thg se i~ back four spaces, roll the dice, and a lot oft1me and effort to accumulate 
exc~ ence an ass g 0 pay the owner four times the re_nt he that S.25,000. You don't expect us to 
nee · is usually entitled, unless both waste ~II that hard work on un-
ST A BM.: Oh, they have you utilities are owned. In that case, four dergraduates, do you? 
believing that too? Actually, aces beats anything but a straight NEWS: Well, then what are you 
eligibility is dertermined accordi~g flush. going to do with the $25,000? 
to a complex formula. In using the NEWS: And ifthe student comes STABM.: Well, I was figuring on 
formula, we answer certain out of the points-giving process redecorating my office. Mr. Bum's 
questfons about the applicant and favorably, he then qualifies fo,· race car over at Broom Lodge is get-
assign each possible answer a point- · financial aid? ting a little tacky-looking, so he's 
value. Students whose profiles earn STA BM.: Oh, no. But we will ex- · getting a few gallons of Rondo. And 
then the most "points" are awarded · pedite his application form. If his I understand Fr. Gilligan is con-
the aid. For example,. being from an application really is acdepted, the sidering a fact-finding trip to 
alumni family adds 80 points. If th_e -student seeking financial aid must be Acapulco for the entire Administra-
w.._..,, illrdl a, ms 
Cafeteria committee 
gives monthly report 
By Arman Phlynn, Mike Wilde, 
and Melinda Merz 
The Cafeteria Committee of 
Ecchsavier University had its 
monthly meeting yesterday. Pre-
sent were Food Services Director, 
Abnorm Kampf; Student Director 
of the Commitlee, Ivan 
Notaystleft; and E. U. Business 
Director Thomis Stabmother. Ab-
sent was City food Inspector Cor-
ey Uption, who was reputedly in 
Newport using a gift given him by 
Mr. Kampf just before the 
meeting. 
Mr. Kampf gave a lengthy report 
on the potentials of computeriza-
tion of Cafeteria servii:e 
(elsewhere in this section), and 
was a consequence of Kampf's 
policy of imparting Christian tr ad i-
t ion to cafeteria cuisine by serving 
coffee brewed by St. Thomas 
Aquinas. In an effort to make the 
coffee tolerable, the film showed, 
bleary-eyed students tended t.o 
pour the entire contests of the 
sugar dispenser into their coffee-
followed by the dispenser itself. 
which they swallowed mistaking it 
for a relatively small coffee 
ground. 
Kampf dismissed the film ma-
jor's allegations, saying, "the theft 
problem is simply because a small 
minority of .the students-five to 
ten at most-have stolen 8,942 
knives, 7,658 forks, 12,665 spoans, 
437 sugar dispensers, eight tables, 
'.°) 
The Big Mouskie 
reported on several new 
developments in Shungood's con-
tinuing effort to make Ecchs U. 
cuisine live up to the standards of 
the University name. 
Kampf dismissed as "ridiculous" 
the claims of film major John 
Chrysler regarding the silverware 
theft problem. Chrysler, it will be 
remembered, produced s/ow-
motion movies of students eating 
in the Cafeteria which appeared to 
show that disappearing silverware 
was not being stolen. In the films, 
it appeared that board students 
were able to tell so little difference 
between the flavor of the food and 
that of the silverware that they 
simply consumed either or both, 
unconsciously and indiscriminate-
ly. 
films taken at breakfast 
suggested that the frequent d~s­
appearance of sugar dispensers 
tion before the first Summer Ses-
sion. 
NEWS: Then would I be correct in 
saying that, despite personal need in 
the face of recent tuition increases, 
no significant financial aid is 
available. 
STA BM.: That is most certainly not 
correct. ··;.ere is a savings and loan 
in the Norwood Plaza, a Fifth, Third 
branch at Dana & Montgomery, and 
a Central Trust branch at Dana & 
Reading. And the Intramural 
Department is prepared to loan out 
its starter's pistol to any student 
desiring it. I'm told the pistol looks 
quite convincing . . . . And then 





By Lay Ruboutski 
It was revelaed to The Ecchs U. 
News by special anonymous sources 
in an exclusive interview that Walter 
Schott Memorial Jesuit Building is 
missing. The original rumors leading 
to the discovery of this anomaly 
sprang from a remark overheard on 
and three of the cafeteria ladies." 
Kampf also announced that the 
famous Big Mouskie ·hamburger 
sandwich, so long a hit in the 
Cafeteria, would be offered to 
commuters in the Mouseketeer 
grill at $1.45 beginning after Easter 
vacation. The recipe will remain 
essentially unchanged, said 
Kampf, except that "Grill 
customers are probably not as ac-. 
customed as Cafeteria customers 
to the fact that a Big Mouskie oc-
casionally squeaks when you take 
a bite out of it. Therefore, I plan to 
instruct Grille employees to take 
more stringent precautions than is 
normal for the Caf, in the area of 
makingsurethatthemouseisreal-
ly dead. 
The Committee adjourned im-
mediately thereaher, when Kampf 
noted that it was dinnertime, and 
offered to cater the meeting if it 
ran any longer. 
the Mall, when a junkie-about-
campus complained that he missed 
the shadow in which he usually 
cowered in a futile attempt to 
obscure the condition of his eyes. 
Continuing in the same vein, the j-a-
c griped that he could understand 
supporting a habit, but that shadow-
stealing is not only inhumane but un-
Christian. 
Dave Bum, Director of Restless 
Native· Containment, escalated the 
situation from inscrutable to out-
rageous by undertaking an im-
mediate all-out raid, with the aid of 
Joe Picketfence, better known as the 
right hand of the tough Containment 
Director. 
While a detachment of staffers 
from the Containment Office, armed 
with poisoned darts and blow guns, 
·surrounded the· Games Room to de-
tain the sleazer-derelict contingent, 
Dave dove daringly into the closets, 
car glove-compartments, mattresses 
and other likely hiding places about 
campus in search of incriminating 
traces of mortar or other clues to the 
identity of students who may be 
responsible for the heist. Two tons of 
heroin, a distillery for the produc-
tion of strawberry wine extending 
through most of Rockpile Hall base-
ment, and fifty-four women in viola-
tion of open-house hours were 
reportedly found in the first search. 
"But we're still out after the big 
game," Dave quipped ... Ve haf vays 
of making you talk." · 
In a long distance call to the Jesuit 
ProviJtcial in Chicago. the N~w:r 
learned that '"there is aome question 
about whether the Schott Buildin1 
to page 12 
Pest from page 2 
Security's solul'ion to the 
problem: Fluffy, a common house 
cat (Felis Domesticus) who 
happens to be thirty-two feet 
long. "No dog will dare to bother 
E. U. again," Mason Hundreds 
firmly promises. 
Fluffy, a member of the ninth 
generation born in a family of cats 
kept as pets bythecaretakerofthe 
UCLA nuclear cyclotron, was 
Phake Foto by IOE BERTKE 
purchased from a freak-show 
operator for only $5000 last week. 
"The carnival owner was in 
something of a hurry to get rid of 
Fluffy," Hundreds recalls. "It had 
something to do with a tragic inci-
dent when the drive-in down the 
. road started running a double bill 
of Willard and Ben." 
· . Fluffy will eat tuna, liver, and 
other feline favorites brought in 
by raliroad car. E. U. isn't sure what 
to do for a food bowl yet, but the 
News has learned that 
negotiations with the Riverfront 
Stadium people on this matter 
have fallen through. "Fluffy's a 
very finicky eater," Hundreds , 
warns, "and she turns down close 
to 80% of what's put in front of her. 
That's all ·right, though; . we've 
Fluffy 
made arrangements with the 
Mousketeer Grill, and anything 
Fluffy won't tough will be served 
to commuters." 
E. U. has already assured the 
Cincinnati ASPCA that Fluffy will 
be kept well-fed at all times. "Even 
so," Hundreds admits, "I hope I'm 
not on duty the night the· first 
truckload of Little Fris~ies comes 
IT'S YOUR ·CAMPUS 
.. 
·Foney Photo by 10£ BERTKE 
Don't Defile Grounds and 
Bulldlngs With Unsightly Litter. 
.Please Dispose of Trash 
Properly! e.u. secuA•Tv 
Con1umw from page 1 
iversity anything, since it's just the 
same money circulating 'round and 
'round. But it lets every. Department 
show outrageous operating costs, 
which is a great way to justify tuition 
increases." 
Mr. Kampf struck a more op-
timistic note. "While the long-range 
savings resulting from computer-
generated efficiency will not be ap-
parent for five or ten years. I con-
fidently predict that we'll have our 
new board fee. reflecting the cost of 
. ,~ .... 
all that computer time, by next Tues-
day at the latest." 
Mr. Kampf also released the 
results of a test computer run, 
carried out in order to determine 
whether a computer audit of 
cafeteria services is practicable. "The 
·· results were just fantastic," Kampf 
·says. "We had one minor technical 
problem, since the computer got 
stuck figuring out the nutritional 
content of our food. But I hear 
they've special-ordCred· a new ·prin-
tout . unit capable . ~f printing 
negative exponents ·that size, so 
rolling down the Victory 
Parkway." · 
Fluffy will come to Ecchsavier 
full-time April 15, at a gala initia-
tion ceremony being funded by 
the Cincinnati Kitty Litter· Com-
pany, Inc., whose stock rose over 
62 points on the New York Stock 
Exchange when the purchase ·of 
Fluffy was disclosed. 
The only problem right now is 
a mingling of perspectives 
·Ken Deepwell 
. by 
CHANNON LINN . 
Mr. Ken Deepwel/ was recently . The News ~~xt contact':" Fr. R. 
appointed by Ecchsavier Universi- M. (Bo~) G1~ligan_. Pres1d~nt of 
.ty to serve as Co-ordinator of Ecch~avier Umvers!ty. Questioned· 
Director of Community and Ur- o~ ~1s of D~pw~ll s performa'!ce, 
ban Relations. A graduate of the Gilligan said, · Have we htred 
foremost liberal academies of.the . someone named Deepwelll 
East, Deepwell als.o serves as assis· When! · · · ~91!: y~u say. My, my, 
tant lecturer of Political Science. how time flies. · 
He had originally been pledged a 
lecturership in English by the Un-
iversity, but 'this assignment was 
changed after there arose some 
doubt as to whether English was 
really what he was speaking. 
Deepwell doesn't feel offended 
or slighted by this, however; in his 
own words, ':The University was 
obligated to abdicate from its 
locus-fixation of exaggerated 
procrastinatism and commit itself 
to a deliberate axial program of 
development . with regards to 
myself." 
A common question on-campus 
is, "What does Ken Deepwell do? · 
"My ·allocated function in the 
Ecchsavier comm·unity and its con-
Dr.· Earnest .Fountainbleau. 
Professor of English, commented, 
"I feel Mr. Deepwell's conver-
sational style climbs to a new level · 
in its efforts to meld a synthesis 
between · impeccability and in-
comprehensibility." 
Regardless of . his taste in 
rhetoric, Mr. Deepwell holds an 
important place in Ecchs U.'s 
community-service structure. On 
the current status of his own posi-
tion, Deepwell says:· "I find that at 
. Ecchsavier a multiplicity of 
microfactors conspire to make my 
position one of interminable con-
frontation with the very caissons 
of our society. 
tiguous subsisting environs is that "Always I find myself confron-
"· .. of ,interaction, intervention, in- ting a cacaphonic panoply of mul-
!; :it.ersp~l'.siOn, and.interruption into tinumerous choices, some of 
'Jr ; theiprocessio-actual flow of tern- which lead to a creative 
;r 1poral it!V.ents as .may be observed resurgerice of basic human belief 
:;;r Jon:; thedretJif}rocity of interfaces commftment in the integrity Of 
which""abuund between the .. hu.ma.n nature, .while others tend 
spher~s of the faculty, the student, tQW.a~~: th~ cyn;(:al, the pragmatic, 
the administration, and the in- 'the expeditious ·egress. But then, 
dividual of the surrounding com- all roads lead'to'.Rome . 
. Thanks to DONNA DUBE 
finding a building for Fluffy. 
"She's :shown a liking to the 
Library, but the head archivist was 
adamant in his refusal," Hundreds 
said. "Fortunately, they tell me 
·Fluffy had a strong constitution." 
But in theinterim while a home for 
her 'is found, where does Fluffy 
sleep? Says l:lundreds: 
v "Anywhere she wants to." 
future runs should be just' about 
perfect." 
Mr. Kampf says that the test run 
alone can revolutionize his method 
of running the Cafeteria. "I'd already 
been experimenting with many of 
these new techniques,".' he confides, 
"but no mere human being could 
have applied them as universally or 
as creatively as that computer did. 
For example, l',ve become quite well· 
knowri around the campus for cut-
ting service from two lines to one on 
weekends. But the computer has 
shown me the advantages of doing 
things like, say, cutting to one line at 
5:07 p.m. sharp on a Thursday after-
noon. 
"The computer has told us a lot of 
. things we didn't know. Did you 
know that. those . five-minute 
sausages we serve Tuesday mornings 
don't look significantly pinker when 
cooked one minute than they do 
when cooked two minutes, like ·we 
do now? Right there, we've doubled 
our turn-ov~r rate. at breakfast. It's 
designed . ten more foul-smelling 
white_ purees: we can try to pass off as 
Blue Cheese Dressing. And we're go-
ing to install radio beepers into every 
piece of silverware at $12.50 per unit,· 
which should make it easier to locate 
stolen silver. Theft has cost us over 
$1400 this year, you know." . 
.But Mr. Kampf is the most pleas-
ed with the computer's suggestions 
regarding specials. "I started the the 
tradition of having ticket steak-and-
shrimp specials on days when 
nobody would be here, like the 
weekend of the Notre Dame game-
almost any away game will do. But I 
was just playing with toys. The com-
puter showed me how to do it .. The 
dates for next year's steak specials 
will be December 27, the Tuesday 
after first semester Finals Week, 
February 30, and July 12." · 
Finally, thecomputershowed that 
; Kampf:. could obtain more revenue· 
by using returnable dep0sit b.lgs on 
bag lunches. "Also, next year, we're 
doing away with the board card," 
Kampf pledged:: .. Anybody ·who 
wants to come' in a·nd ·eat' here is 
welcome·tocome'inand~~~·':it'sjOSt 
what m deserves, anyway."· , .. ' .... 
inunity confronting in existential 
actuality that essence ·which is 
Ecchsavi~r-," Deepwell responds. 
This reporter then asked 
Deepwell if it would be correct to 
paraphrase him by saying that his 
job was to work with students 
faculty, administrators, and 
members of the community in E. 
U.'s daily operation. 
"That would be incorrect," he 
said. "I do not · 'work with' 
· anybody-I interact. · Interaction 
can usually be identified from 
mere working-with by the eficent 
fact that those who interact can be 
observed to have a greater degree 
of esteem within the community, 
an esteem . which is usually 
renumerated. according· to. the 
the.ory of: E pluribus Unum in 
direct linea; · pr9pcirtion to the 
amount to whiCh the individual's· 
· behavioristical contribution may 
be seen to result in a superior 
mode of socially-normified 
rewat:d. Or, in layman's terms, in-
teracting pays more than working-
with." . 
"What I really am attempting to 
cast into verbal elocutions is the 
concept that in my compromises, 
contraventions, . and 
counterinterferences · with the 
socio-activated construct which 
presents itself to me, there is 
always the thrill of victory and the 
agony of defeat.~· 
The N·ews read back Deepwell's 
reply to Much McChaffee, Stu-
dent Government President, who 
commented, "What can I say? The 
man has obviously found his place 
and discovered his medium: con-
fusion. Who am I to re-interpret 
his words? I cou.ldn't even repeat 
them." 
Marilyn · M.uddyminder says, "I 
think. Ken .is just,- like, groovy, 
y'know: When we get <together 
and rap, it's like-wow, man. Him 
with his big words knowing exact-
ly what he's talking about, and me 
with my little words not having the 
tiniest zap of what what I'm saying 
is all about, and-like. wow. We 
gro9ve. We commune. We have a 
deep spiritual rapport that's like-
Mr. Deepwell is sometimes that's like-it reminds me of one 
criticized for his high-flying verbal time I slipped on a mound of 
pyrotechnics, so the E. U. News yogurt and fell out of a Third Lotus 
decided to interview several Ad- Inversion.on my head." 
ministrators on the subject. 
Fellow workers in the Urban Af-
"I don't .see any problem with fairs department have learned to 
Deepwell's manner of.speaking," adapt to Ken, and say they now 
says Grommet Stalled, special find his endless patter of inter-
assistant to "Buzz" Sheerer. Asked connected polysyllables comfor-
what his reasons for this belief ting, something like radio music. 
were, Stalled said, "I don't know. 
All I know is 'Buzz' likes him. so It seems, though, that the per-
that's reason enough for me." son with the best grasp of Ken's 
Student Envelopment Director purpose at Ecchsavier is co-worker 
Rotterick "Buzz" Sheerer explain- Marva Less. As Ms. Less puts it, 
eel the reason for Mr. Sta lied's opi- "Ken is vital to our Urban 
nion, pledging to explain it to Mr. Relations efforts here at E. U. Ken 
Stalled at the first opportunity. can make a public statement 
~'Mr. Deepwell's verbal style has about 'counter-anti -
never been a source of irritation to contraventions of cyclical attitud-
me," says Sheerer. "Ecchsavier is, nal remergences' and It sounds 
after all, a University. As such it is like we're really doing something 
expected to serve as a rampart of here. I think Ken's biggest con-
higher learning, the guardian of tribution to our Community 
elevated standards of discourse Relations Program is the degree to 
and reasoning. In other words, which he hides the fact that we 
one function of a true University don't have one." 
should·:always be·to shelter and .:. '.) ;, ' 
SUPP.Ort'the·exceptio.nal inan, the · In any .'event,. Ken )s a "big 
one in a million· who is .. gifted·· wheel" her.eat Ecchsavier Univer· 
above his fellow men. sity. If you should ever chance to 
see him perambulating down the 
.. "That's why l'ma De~pwellsup- Mall; don't beafraidofhim. Go up 
porter./: says Sheerer. '·'I can't un- to him sometime, shake· his hand, 
derstand a word he's saying;so I and·•·s'ay, ··"Greetings and 
_guess.he·must be brilliant." · · felicitations." · 
~ .......... , .. ..,.. ....... 
; \ .. ; ' ~ ·' 
,ARTS & EN·TERTAINMENT 
The Picture Screen 
~ . . . 
JAY RUNNUNGFOOT 
· Battlespacer A D-204 · 
In these days of lousy cafeteria' YQUNG LOGGANSTEIN . 
food, increasing tuition, a loser of a 
basketball team and fixed pinball Deep in the bowels of 3rd floor 
machines the only thing that hasn't Loggan. Hall, Jwo mad chem 
changed drastically is: the movies .. students are creating the ultimate be-
The movies? Sure. · ing: SUPER JEBBY! A frightening 
Movies, despite the rise in admis- . gHmpse of the improbable future 
sion, remain as the one thing homo from the makers of Stan Hedden, the 
sapiens can be sure of. The cinema is Ecology God, and Padre Peadirt's 
always there, around the corner House. of Flunking. Chem and pre-
offering a convenient avenue of es: med majors will be tested after the 
cape from Ecchsavier and the world. film. 
OF THE 
BOOKSTORE 1975 
Harrowing account of how a stu-
dent (George Atwell Beazy) who dies 
of a coronary in the bookstore while 
trying to refund a book. His body 
blocks the exit turnstile, trapping a 
number of innocent (?) victims. 
Horrors!!! 
Also starring are Jay Runningf oot 
(That's Me!) as Nicotine A. Diet; the 
Panty Hose Kid; and a special guest 
appearance by Milting Spewrl as 
Fatt Theeff. Recommended for 
Unknown to many people (about 
99%) Ecchsavier U. is the film capital 
of the Lower Upper Middle 
Midwest. Though Hollywood 
studios produce their films with 
millions, the Ecch· Studios can 
produce their films with a source 
known only to the Big Chief in the 
PHANTOM 
FIELDHOUSE . those with a great deal of patience 
and and obese wallet . . Sports fans rejoice! Your winning 
basketball team, the Ecchsavier-
the Ecchsavier-the Ecchsavier-
oh, well. It's about a forlorn in-
dividual (Manfred Mertz) who 
somehow manages not to make the 
team. In an argument with Toy 
Bunker, the coach, Manfred is dis-
figured by a bottle of rubbing 
alcohol. Hiding away in the confines 
of the Schlitz Memorable 
Fieldhouse, · Manfred . helps the 
Ecchsavier-the Ecchsavier-'-the .·· 
Ecchs.avier-oh, hell! He aids the · 
Sky: JEBBY POWER! 
Herewithinwithout and non-
ethelessforsure, reviews of some of 
the mast recent Ecchsavier Universi· 
ty produck-shens: 
THE JESUiT INFERNO 
The pontifical efforts of the 
Norwood ·and Avondale Fire 
.THAT'S HUSPERSON 
Student Volunteers 
Run Radio Station 
Though the average Mousketeeris U.'s Public Relations manager, 
unaware of it, a selfless volunteer Charles Carryout. Mr. Carryout 
operation is spreading the good programs mostly public and news-
word about Ecchsavier to the far related material . into WRFN's 
points of civilization under their very fifteen-minute-a-day schedule. 
noses. This reporter asked Mr. Carryout 
Irefer, of course, to Radio Station about the significance of the code 
W R F N (Radio Free Norwood), name "Radio Free Norwood." What 
broadcasting in stereo at a power is ·wRFN trying to free Norwood 
level of .OS watts (.025 w. horizontal, from? . · 
.02S w. vertical). At that power level, "We're tryi11g, through our broad-
WRFN includes most of the nearby cast efforts, to solve Norwood's 
community of Norwood within its problems," says Carryout. "An.d to 
broadcast range, as its antenna is me, at least, Norwood's biggest 
located on top of a burned-out gar- problem is that it exists. Right now, 
age on Sledgewood Avenue withiii we're planning a series on Profiles in 
the E. U. campus. Government at Ecchsavier, such as 
Radio Free Norwood is run by Student Government president 
two enterprising broadcasters, Mike Muck Mc Chaffee, will lecture each 
Rofone and Allen "Al" Ecktron, day on the Principles of good 
who donate their time to the Ecchs municipal government.'' 
U. Public Relations Department in Al Ecktron continues, "The idea, 
order to broadcast the Ecch message of course, is that if these broadcasts 
into Norwood. Rofone·and Ecktron are taken to heart, Norwood city 
run' the whole . operation by government will collapse instantly. 
themselves, except for occasional ·The City of Cincinnati is un-
·Clcrical help from two students, Ann derwriting us handsomely for this 
Tenna and Meg A watt. project, since if it works it will enable 
Mr. Rofone is glad to be part of · Cincinnati to consolidate Norwood 
the WRFN operation, even though . and add the General Motors 
"our transmitter is five flashlight assembly plant into its tax base." 
. batteries hooked up into the wrong Charles Carryout confirms that 
end of a child's crystal set. This gives the underwriting from Cincinnati 
. ussomefrequencycontrolproblems, will be sufficient to finance an ex-
but we're usually on the FM band pansion project aimed at increasing 
around IOS.8 or 106.S, unless the WRFN's range. "Our next target 
trucks are coming into the Reignbo calls for an improved dispersion 
factory up the road, in which case pattern to the soutl~," says 
we're broadcasting," Ecktron con- CARRYOUT. "After all, with our 
tides. "It makes things a lot easier." present call letters, after Norwood 
The man in charge of program- our next logical undertaking should 




On Decembe'r 7, 1961, elements of 
the: 77th unit, Husperson 
Pyr~estruct Brigade Comma.ndo · · 
Fleet, attacked Pearl Harbor. The · 
film faithfully reconstructs the dead- . 
ly strike of Husperson fire fanatics 
who gladly give their lives for the 
· humor and gl~ry ·of the "Paper 
Shack." 
Gas masks and matches free to all. 
patrons. Warning: the theatre may 
burn down before the end of the pic-
ture. 
HEN}I 
Ecchsavier University takes center 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ························:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· stage as the world's only talking dog ::::;:=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;;:;; · enrolls at Ecchs U. on a full 
:::::::::::::::Photos: JOE BERTICE I:=:>.~::::::::::: 
~:.<.,.:::s..:."·':!-·'·'·"·"·'·"·"·"·'·'·'·"-'·'·'·"-"-'"·":11i.'-'$$$$$$: scholarship-. Problems ensue when· 
::::;;:;;!;!;!;!;;;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!;!~;!;!:!:!:!:!:!:~::!:~:;:;;;;!;!;!;!; HCnji demands representation in the 
., .. :.·-
~ ......... 
by JAY RUNNINGFOOT, Communications Officer, AD-204 
Departments (together for the first 
time} are tested as they attempt to 
put out a fire in Ecchs U.'s Schott 
Hilton. The film marks the first 
screen appearanc.e of Peter Paul and 
Iggy Loyola, S.J. Tremendous se-
quences, especially the christening of 
the blaze by Pope Paul the Sixth. 
Only Roman Catholics and their 
families admitted. Quid pro pro! 
CAF-QUAKE 
' A- Perennial Ecchsavier disaster 
Caf-Quake features the dormies as 
they try to consume their food, with 
predictable res.ults-the gar.bage dis-
posal clogs up, forcipg the students 
to eat leftovers one· more time; a 
number-of unfortunates break their 
teeth attempting to bite . intci the 
dessert cake; and to top it off(punin-
tended) a coed goes insane after 
deciphering the menu. Bromo and 
Kaopectate free with every adrriis-
,: 11 ':f ~ii ,. .. . .. Ti~.li~~vlews ~ ,~ .. :Mr:HEFAM1LY:.. 
··-- •V -~,. '· Norwood High matches wits wfth. · "Archie ·gets sick when Edith serves 
'·'" i ~ ""· . ..,·.· . . Longview State Hospital. chitlins for dinner. 
ALL MY CHILDREN-'! .:, · · the waltons- Ericka has a miscarriage in the 
· i · John· -Boy moves to the Big City, kitchen, while Phil and Chuck un-
and gets arrested in a drug raid. knowingly watch N.B.A. ,playoffs. 
Staged by DAVE HAYES 
. sion. · 
Bookstore 1975 ............ __ ....... . 
MURDER ON THE 
KOOLMIN EXPRESS 
guys in winning every game! One of Student Sandbox, requests a dorm 
· the. best science-fiction films in a ·for· canines, a dog buiscuii vending 
Murder strikes Koolmin Hall! A 
· lonnng time .. : . ·. machine in his room on Rockpile 2-
janitor is found slain in an elevator TUCKER DOESN#T ilVE 
·and the search is on . for, the 
mysterious killer or killers!!! Who HE RE ANY MORE. . 
would do such a dastardly deedm Uplifting picture ~oncerns the an.: 
And whym And what form? And nual Suicide Champiopshi~ held in 
forwhatrcason?????Andwho.would . Brother Tucker's.each exam.week. 
make · an asinine . picture . like The C:enter of attention ia·the·four.;. 
this?????? . time winner.Tucker Nott.re. Great 
. These and many other questions tension is created as· Tucker has to 
are unanswered in the S-minute run- · choose which form· of suicide will 
·. nina time of · this super-duper win· the competition: cafeteria food, 
colossal epic. No admittance a H.-lth Center appointment, or a 
without a key!?!? ·bill from·the lunar'• Office.· .... , .. . ........ "" 
South, and a canine problem center, 
· Bone Lodge. A film the .whole faniily 




What happem when a Jesuit 
wants to take God's. place? Why he 
says, "By the power vested in me.by 
the Society of Jesus-yous' 
throuahl". · 
SOUL TRAIN- . FAMILY AFFAIR~' .. 
Don Cornelius . hosts .a musical 
funfest. Guest Sammy Davis Jr. 
sings "I Got My Eye on You." 
GREEN ACRES-
(rerun) Eb is caught in a moonlit 
field when Arnold squeals. 
. MOVIE OF THE WEEK-
"The True Story of the Titanic." 
Mr. French is arrested for indecent 
exposure in Central Park. Lance 
Rentzel co-stars. 
POLI CE WOMAN-
Pepper poses as a hooker for the 
umpteenth time, decides she likes the 
. work, and turns in her badge. 
CAPTAIN KANGAROO-Shipment of Manilla rope catches on 
fire, arid burning cannabis hidden The Captain and Mr: Green Jeans 
among the strands causes captain to find Bunny Rabbit and Mr. Moose 
run ship into iceberg. Stoney Curtis, . .'doing illegal activities behind 
· Peter Fondue. Grandfather Clock. 
Chilling film of potential world 
takr.over from ~m&brs of Uniwr-
_slty of Detroit .and Boston College. 
No one over (or under) the age of 
reason admitted· wothout an adult 
auardian. · 
·Picture 
to page 12. 
!REASURE from Page 3 
... Egp." 
. _Dmini put "treasure hu.nts," 
plastic cgp have been filled with 
money or movie tickets and &1ued 
shut, and contestants had to break 
the eap to find out what they had 
won. We asked 
TREASURE to Pap 9 ..... 
-· -.. ......: . ------·----- -·-· - -:- ·----------, ----------------·--------------··--------- --- ·~------- -- ._.,,_ ... ~~ .. ··-.. ·-·-··- ·-··----· ··-- .. -·-;·- ·-· 
l][M]~. 




From the poof of applicants, one 
girl wi!I be randomly selected to 
compete each weekend of this six-
week extravaganza. The rules: at 
9:30 PM Friday, a registered sur-· 
geon using sterile instruments will 
give the contestant a cut on her in-
dex finger, just big enough to pe 
visible under good light. Carefully 
nursing her wound, the contestant 
will take up her post outside the 
Health Center by 10 PM and will 
begin pushing the "Emergency 
Only" button. · 
First girl not found dead of ex- :,~;z~v./J:;?-;;",'':.Y'' '· ~~>··-- ·· · 
posure Monday morning wins. 
Another all-time favorite is 
back. The same system of boy-
00 IA [!.
. . [!.Wj. ~:~tt:~"?tiir~~~i~~~:a0gt~~~: ;~ · £ · · . planned .. But due to problems 
. · caused last year by three cars 
. . . . 
, .... 
Special Report by 
By TONY BLOWNAWAY 
.. Holy cow! It's. the apex of ex-
. citement for the whole year! Gook 
Week /I/ has been finalized, and 
all the pariorama, the excitement, 
and the drunkenness that ·made 
Gook Week I through Ill a success 
is coming your way again. 
This year, Gook Week will not 
be produced by Intra-murals, as it 
has been in the past; instead it will 
be produced by the Social Com-
·m i ttee under the personal 
authority of Social Chairman 
Doug McGraft. But don't worry, 
your favqrite IM director and 
mine will be on hand to make sure 
the events do get underway. 
Incidentally, those rumors·that I 
has to talk Doug McGraft out of 
holding Gook Week aboard a 
rented riverboat are false. I did 
question the financibifity of th.e 
soda water for the Seltzer ·Bottle 
. Fight event, but that was it. . 
This year's Gook Week, 
scheduled for the weekend of 
April thirty-first (unless 
McGraft has a headache next 
Monday), ·will be the greatest. The 
new Gook Week staff has made 
some rule changes guaranteed to 
make Gook Week IV the biggest, 
glitziest, most exciting ever! Oh, 
wow! 
. Most of the new events and 
rules changes in old events have 
been designed to reflect the type 
of thinking that modern educators 
say Ecchsavier graduates will need 
out there in the big Flag Football 
game of life: 
"WIN AT ANY COST." 
Doug McGraft and I have work-
ed hard-well I've worked hard- · 
to bring that .philosophy to the 
very cusp of every aspect of Gook 
. Week IV. I hope you'll agree we've 




ALL PHOTOS and SPECIAL EFFECTS by JOE BERTKE 
pulling up in front of the team to walk into the Student 
University Center almost Envelopment Office inside the 
simultaneously, the judge's University ·Center closest to · 
booth will no longer· be the established time 
located on the sidewalk. This 




















Thanks to RANDY ROSWELL, JEFF LINTON 
This variation on last year's twice as likely to lose it. 
White Castle-eating contest came Abnorm Kampf has promised to 
about as an austerity measure to come up with some real taste-
keep all costs within the Uni.versi- tempters to caress the palates of 
ty. It also makes the contest more· our courageous intruders into 
exciting: not only will the runner- gastronomic No-Man's Land. In-
ups have a lot more to lose, but · eluded on the menu are week-old 
eating Cafeteria food they're spice cake, clam chowder with lit-
':-- .. -; 
tie blue crawly things in it, and the 
delicacy in the picture, the Hand 
Sandwich-an innovation that 
came about when Mr. Ka.mpf had 
to settle for a poorer cut of meat 




~ lro [p) (ID 00~00 ~ ~ 
Wo.\lLlM 
. This a newie; but a biggie. The rules stipulate that 
the contestant must "perambulate" down the length 
of Vine St. from the city limits to the river; He must 
consume the alcoholic beverage of his/her choice at 
each and every l;>ar. The winner will be the first one to 
stagger into the river! Ckpt. 1 The Dew Drop; We 
suggest you tuck your hair up under your hat before 
entering. Ckpt. 2 The Honky Stomp. Buy a drink from 
the bad dude behind the bar; 'don't embarass him 
with the tip. Ckpt. 3 The Cosmic Space Muffin. Un-
wind. They slip you a gram of hashish with your dram-
buie. Ckpt. 4 The Thickey Wicket. Celebrate the end 
of the week with the Thocial Committee, Thweetif!. 




· The object of this . . ever- _. . . . 
popular Gook Week attraction · , · .·. ·.· · 
is to score points by catching , : :; ,,, ... .,,.... .... 
infants tossed from the roof of 
Koo/min Hall. However, this 
year's Baby Toss has am.ended 
rules, reflecting a short supply 
of babies. · 
Last year's Baby Toss contes-
tant dropped babies to a single 
team-mate. This year, an /n-
tramq_ral Department em".' 
ployee will drop babies to all 
participating teams at the same 
time, birdal-bouquet style. The 
team with the most · total' 
catches wins. 
It is hoped thatthe new rules 
can reduce the number of "dry 
tosses," where valuable babies 
_are used up but nobody scores 
any points. · · 
1 
I 
• Thanks to HOUSE OF.DOLLS, 813 ELM;ROCCOSARACINA 
..... , 
Bulletin 
Junior Tom Mescalino defeated 
freshman Steve High in the 
Ecchsavier University Intramural 
Bongat hon today. Both competitors 
were using 100% high-grade Colum-
bian. 
Mr. High passed out after doing 
ten full bongs, making Mescalino the 
clear victor. "I did at least thirteen," 





The Ecchs U. Belch, Cuss, and 
Spit playoffs were held today on 
the Ecchsavier University campus. 
Dirty Dog Deckerbum shrewdly 
took the belching championship 
by burping his way through the 
entire alphabet. "This was the first 
time he has ever gotten through 
the whole thing," his proud Ma 
said. 
Meanwhile, W.A. Tony Leo Dis-
serstein led all contenders in the 
Cussing Contest. "I was---glad 
I won the----thing,"saidthe 
English major. · 
Freshman Junior Linc won the 
spitting tournev with ihe longest. 
biggest hocker of the season. "I 
sot plenty more where that came 
from," said the watery-faced 
Junior as the wind blew back his 
dark hair. 
All events. were sponsored by a 
life-size portrait of Rev. R. M. 
"Bob" Gilligan which stood in the 
center of the competition area. 
But that wasn't all it took to get 
the contests off the wall. The first 
setback came when . favorite 
Deckerbum couldn't release his 
expressions from his mouth dur-
ing the Belching Contest. He 
revolted by releasing comments 
through his remaining orifices, 
with the crowd asking, "What'd he 
say?" . 
Then Dirty Dog shouted, '~I 
need some love-eye." No one 
knew what he meant, but 
somebody handed him a Foors 
beer anyway. With a "What fer 
ya?" instead of a "how do you . 
do?" the Husperson Hurricane 
proceeded with "A-burp-B-burp-
C-burp" to infinity and beyond. 
It seemed like infinity was 
where W. A. Tony Leo Disserstein 
was going to stop as he profanitiz-
ed, obscenified, bad7mouthed, 
cussed, cajoled, and generally 
swore his way to glory in the Cuss-
ing Championship. He cussed 
every person in · the capacity 
crowd of two hundred and.a half 
thousand twice. But that was only 
the beginning. He then cussed his 
mother over Long Distance and 
drew his performance to a close by 
~tepping in from of a mirror and·. 
, callirig himself a ~'lazy ---~:" 
' ·J~nior Linc was all but lazy as h.e 
powered his way to his first Spit-
ting Championship .. Junior wasn't 
in control first: the bearded 
freshman kept getting his attempts 
caught in his whisk~rs. But finally, 
with a deep breath through his 
nose, he got it all together (as they 
say) and blew his ball of confusion 
five hundred and fifty-two feet, 
setting the longest-and 
messiest-record in the history of 
the games. 
· No doubt about it; the Contest 
was a success. Perhaps it was Mr. 
Rose Sweetcakes, the Janitor, ·who 
capped off the contest ·when he 
declared;. "The smell· of this area.·· 
could easily lcnOc:lc a buzzard off a 
manure wagon." 
Thus ended the great American 
Belch, Cuss, and Spit Contest of 
1975 • . 
-111111.Slunler ..... 
., .... ""'-yl~~ ~ ·'.'IJ., ... 
~·" ; ~ ·I ~ 
.. 
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Ecchs wins at last! 
By TIM RANAGHAN 
It was a cold windy day on the 
campus of. Ecchsavier University, 
but inside the Schlitz Memorial 
Fieldhouse the action warmed the 
hearts of the over 3462 fans atten-
ding. For the first time, Ecchsavier 
was hosting a championship game, 
and scalpers were paying E. U. 
students up to $5 as tickets became 
more and more scarce. 
One reason was the local interest: 
physical education major from "Doubles" Natoli, his funds recently 
Louisville, Kentucky; on his next depleted from buying up available . 
turn he purchased three hotels for his lafld and running into the IRS (/n-
estates on Pacific, North Carolina, ' come Tax), rested on Marvin Gar-
and Pennsylvania Avenues. dens before what would be his final 
Doubles then rolled by Swanier roll. 
put him on Go and the $200 received The crowd waited anxiously as 
there gave him a total of $2,500 for Natoli shook the dice. A 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 
the game. . or IO would spell his demise. Both· 
Tlie other players, now worried by dice came up fives, and with that 
the Swanier cash and confidence, Swanier uttered those fateful words, 
began to lose their cool. On his next. "Pay Me!" 
It was all over. 
The fans rushed to the table in 
their hundreds, bore Stan up on their 
shoulders, and carried him off the 
floor. As he left the court amid ihe 
press of fans and well-wishers 
Swanier was heard to say, "Today 
Boardwalk: tomorrow I. T. T!" 
The Ecchsavier Mousketeers had 
a winner at last. 
Ecchsavier student Stanley "Call Me 
Stan" Swanier was the favorite. His -
record of 22-3 was the best in the 
Midwest and he was rated first in the 
UPI poll.' 
roll, Cornfraski of M.I. T. moved the 
wrong marker, and referee Milton 
Bradley sentenced him to three turns 
in jail. 
Moments later, Joe McFried of 
U.C. drove his raci9g car onto the 
INSTANT RESPECT 
At two minute11 after three, the 
first roll of the dice was cast and the 
NCAA MONOPOLY Cham-
pionship was underway. 
The contestants were Bob Mc-
Fried from crosstown rival U niversi-
ty of Cincinnati, Joe . "Doubles" 
Natoli from U. C.L.A. and Jay Corn-
fraski from M.1.T. 
The game proceeded at its normal 
pace with Oriental Avenue, the 
Reading Railroad, and St. Charles 
Place among the first properties 
purchased. At 4:15, a mere 75 
minutes after the game had started, 
all the property was sold and the 
strategy began. Trades were .made, 
and houses began to spring up on St. 
James Place, Tennessee and New 
York Avenues, and the cash was be-
ing spread around. 
Everyone seemed to be holding his 
own as the game entered its third 
hour. The Mousketeer fans, anxious 
for Swanier to pull away, began to 
cheer "Here We Go Mouskies, 
Straight To Go." 
This must have fired up the 
Ecchsavier estates (Pennsylvania Undergraduates! Are. you sick and tired of getting pushed around 
Ave.) and found himself short of the during breaks at Night Class by snooty Graduate Students and 
$1400 to pay for his stay at the. studentsfromtheCollegeofCurdllng Educatlon?Areyoutlredofbe-
Swanier Hotel; This unfortunate oc~~ Ing jostled out of your place In fine by various and sundry pillars of the 
currence caused Mc Fried to "' Com"!unlty who push you away from the candy machine with a snarl 
mortgage his property and finally~: of "Lousy Day-school drop-Ins!"? · · · 
eliminated him when he landed ~01f', '. Well, friends, all you have to do Is make one purchase-and all that 
Luxury Tax on his next turn. <_ "· · will STOf'f · . 
.The game quickly settled down to. -- - · Yes, by merely buying a Continental Novelties Co. Mock Umbrella, 
. a one~on-one between Swanier and you too can wear the distinctive badge of the Graduate Student, the 
~Doubles" Natoli of U.C.L.A. This CCE Sophisticate-the badge of that select group whose Interests 
happened when Cornfraski was Ecchs U. always serves. With a Continental Novelty Co. Mock Um-
ejected after a fit of temper: his first · brella. you can hold your own at any pop machine, candy dispenser, 
move after his sojourn in the brig or ashtray, during even the most brutal Night Cl888 Break--because 
·took him to Community Chest, nor- everyone knows only Graduate Students carry umbrellas! 
mally a beneficial move. But when The Mock-Umbrella doesn't open, so It won't do you much good In a 
Cornfraski read "Street Repairs- storm, but If you want to pass for one of Ecchsavler's avant garde, It's 
$40a house, $115 a hotel," he cursed just the thing. · 
his misfortune and Referee Bradley 
tossed him out. THE CONTINENTAL NOVELTY COMPANY'S no. 8537 MOCK UM-
As Cornfraski left the game, BRELLA 
Sugg•ted Ret•ll Price $7.95 
Swanier saw the opportunity to grab 
up the newly-vacated Real Estate. · 
He picked up the all~i~pt'>rtant,. 
Boardwalk and Park Place to com- ONLY$19~50 AT. YOUR CAMPUS BOOKSTORE--GROUND Floor, 
plete his side of the board. .- E.U. Univ. Center 
It was only a matter of time before 
the "lid was nailed on .the coffin." 
Real;: figJits:·calL for.- re•l,,gl.ass~ • 
F~r ·the·, fight-of· your life-Croaka-Cola: in .glass bottles. 
~eturnable for deposit-if you last that long. · 
lrf II._ 
Pass~o-ut king 
sofa a pushover 
E.u~- athletes 
get new 
By TIM RANAGHAN 
Ecchsavier University athletes will 
be on a new all vegetable diet when 
school resumes next fall. The food 
pl~n •. aimed · at strengthening leg 
muscles, is being tried at other major 
univenities, such as Fort Valley 
State and the University of North 
Carolina, Southwest Charlotte 
branch. Abnorm Kampf, director of 
the University's food program, said 
that the athletes will be on a strict 
low-fat diet. consisting mostly of 
vegetables, with a heavy emphasis on 
beets. When asked about the accent 
on beets, Kampf cited a legend which 
demonstrates the value of beets on 
athletes: "Once upon a time," Kampf 
diet 
was only fuel for the beet's fire; and 
he rcadi~y accepted the challenge. 
The Annual Pass-Out Cham., 
pionship rested on the durable 
stomach of the notorious Jack 
Sofa-and Sofa, in turn, rested on 
a nearby couch. He needed one 
more shot of Old Log Cabin 
Whiskey to gulp down the Cham-
pionship, his third in as. many 
years. Slurping Sofa arose from his 
comfortable sofa and promptly · 
fell to his knees. With a half-sober 
smirk on his face, he winked at his 
manager's belt. His manager, San-
ta Klaus, with the approval of 
Sofa's owner Turnie Wheelie, but 
the last shot in Jabbering Jack's 
hand. Spinning around and 
around, his knees about to give 
out as his legs had already done, 
Sofa; took the shot in one spiraling 
motion. 
Saintly Sofa had done it again. 
The crowd gathered around 
Sofa, paying little attention to the 
other drunken bodies lying on the 
floor. The smell of rot gut whiskey 
reeked from.the sleeping.bodies 
of Ruski the Bear, Sergio Mazola, 
and Pringy Prudent-all of whom 
had lost to the gargling Jack<Sofa. 
All eyes were on the great Sofa as 
he lay now, in all his glory; • · ,• . 
The. crowd, mostly made up "Of· 
Sack Jack fans, thought back to 
when the game started. They 
could remember Ruski drinking 
his Polish wine and Sergio Mazola 
guzzling his Panamanian Rum and 
Pringy sipping his rather superb 
Ja.ck Daniels. They could 
remember the end of the third 
fifth each when Ruski couldn't say 
"Sally sells shells by the sea shore," 
and laying his drunken head on 
the table mumbled, "Da wine was 
a bad joke." Poor Johnnie. 
The tired crowd remembered 
when Mazola couldn't s11y "twiggy 
twant twung" and got angry and 




By TIM RANAGHAN 
This is a little bit of Ecchsavier 
athletic history. This is also about 
Roy Baldman, because wlien you talk 
about Ecchsavier history you in-
variably get around to mentioning 
"Doc" Baldman. 
"Skinhead," as he is known 
around campus, has ~n at 
Ecchsavier almost· as long as E. U. 
has participated in major college 
athletics-and · stayed ·with the 
school even after. it ·began concen-
trating exclusively on minor college 
athletics. 
Mr. Ba,ldman, who arrived in 
Mouskiela,nd. over twenty-five years 
ago, serves as trainer iit both men's 
and women's sports. He acquired his 
medical background while work"ing 
·as an intern at Carter Arumal 
· Hospital in Topeka, Kansas, and 
holds an · AV M (Amateur of 
Veterinary Medicine) forged· in the 
Printing Office oflnternational Cor-
respondence Schools. 
After animal-lovers railroaded · 
"Skinhead" out of Kansas City iii 
1947, he made Cincinnati his home. 
Once here, he worked at odd jobs un. 
til he saw anad in the local pape~ fO.r 
an athletic trainer'at a major u riiver-
si~y. He applied ~~~:W~~~ept~d on 
the strength of his great 
:qualifications. The rest is history. 
They could see once more the 
guards carrying Mazola away as he 
shouted undear words of distress . 
in Spanish. They relived once 
a~in t~e ~ight of Pringy's teeth 
swimming 1n a sea of blood and 
whiskey as they poured out his 
enlarged mouth. As Pringy hit the 
floor, they remembered he said 
"I don't belie\.e this is q~ite fair.:, 
They. remembered how the 
guards threw Mazola back into the 
room and how flatly he landed on 
the floor. 
The adoring crowd could have 
remembered more of the things· 
that happened that night. But~ in-
stead, they decided not. to. The 
crowd decided to share Starry-
eyed Sofa's moment of glory with 
him. So they stood and watched 
their hero surrender all that was 
inside his stomach onto the 
· gleaming, beckoning floor. 
. began, "in the Land of Vegetables 
there lived the strongest beet in the 
world. He attributed his strength to 
the fact that he ran eight hours a day, 
and so his leg muscles were more 
developed than anyone in the Land 
of Vegetables. 
"It wasn't the fact that he was 
stronger than anyone in the Land 
that upset the other occupants so 
much, but the fact that he was con-
tinually boasting about it. One fine 
day, some ofthe other athletes decid-
, 'ed to put a challenge to the beet. · 
They wagered that they could outlast 
"After a week of training, three 
other vegetables-the tomato, celery 
and brussels sprout-were ready for 
the race with the boastful beet. A 
sellout crowd of 3,402 packed 
Vegetable Gardens, where the event 
was scheduled. 
.. There was tenlion in the air" (not 
really, Kampf just threw that in to 
make the story a little more in-
teresting) .. as the comestants lined 
up in the starting blocks. As the gun 
sounded, the beet took off like a 
rocket and left the others in his dust. 
"This didn't discourage the others, 
however, and they pursued the red 
demon. All was going well until the 
brussels sprout tired and dropped 
out. This brought a cheer from the 
crowd, because nobody likes 
brussels sprouts anyway. It wasn't 
long after that the tomato and the 
celery followed suit and concceded 
the contest to the beet. 
. , . him in a race of endurance. Well, .this 
"To prove his point, however, the 
beet kept on running even after he 
had won the race. As a matter of fact; 
the beet hasn't stopped runningfrom 
that day till this. So," Kampf con-
tinued, "the moral of the story is sim-
ple: When everyone else drops out .. 
. .the beet goes on." 
Mowkie IJ.Ball. Ace Jim Ripoff 
Junior Jim Ripoff was voted Most Valuable Player by his fellow Ecchsavier 
Mouslceteer _basketball players several days ago. Ripoff is noted for leading the 
Mowlceteers to al/three of their victories this year, against such heady competition as 
St . .John Bosco Elementary, Ila Maria's Finishing Academy, and Longview State. 
_favorite part of the job is "getting the 
players ready for road trips-you 
know, shining their ties and 
straightening their shoes." 
Holding down three differentjobS 
at once takes a good deal of patience, 
time, and effort. At times, when 
football was still a major sport at 
Ecchs U., Baldman would put in SS· 
to 60 hours " week. "Well, it keeps 
you out of trouble, I like my work, 
··and I don't thin~ I could get another 
. -job anyway." 
.. No one will ever forget the time 
"Skinhead" mistakenly gave the 
basketball team a laxative at half-
time, thinking it was chocolate, to 
pep them up. Needless to say, the 
Mouskies were really "on the go" the 
. ~· .~t of the game. It was only later, 
;.when. half the team disappeared into 
· the locker room, that Baldman 
realized his mistake. 
. _.,,: . !fhroµgh .. all , the . trials .. and 
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~-coach-of.the -golf-team.· , __ , · • · g~d shape. Ali one long-time ad- . 
. As. a trainer, "Skinhead" does . 
,many things. Among his manifold 
:duties are counting. ~fon'gue 
depressors, and making sure that all 
'.adhesive tape is exactly one inch 
:wide. Generally speaking, "Doc" is 
:Jtind of a house mother . to .the 
:playeis. iii hiil ··own ·words: ~1ioc's" 
.. one of;his bi~ d~t~s.!~c.laiming~~. .~.ousketeers ha. ve pulled through in. HA DA PU K E 
Wh~n -"~.kinh~d" .~s ~Pt; in the. ministrator put.it,~~ln·the i1.years. . . . 
. E~nuvier fiCl"house,3 bO can uW81.? '-;'. Bliletmitn:hli'·been:here-there's only: · ·. •· · · . 
ly be found at a nearby country club, one word that describes his contri bu-
. washing.thc-aoU:.balla.or-doi111 aome,- ,-don'·· to · · Ecchsavier's athletics~ ~ beer 




and All That 
by 
JAMES N. CONWAY 
M.A. (Oxon.) 
Th.e stupidity of philosophers. intellec-
tuals. and otller effete snobs. however, is 
not to be underestimated. Some of them, 
in short. those who oppose Plato, cannot 
suppress their ii1tellectual frustration at 
the fact that it is according to the model of 
the Republic that Father Gilligan has 
made Ecchsavier and exemplary model of 
organization. cohesion, and frivolity. 
Th~re are many superficial 
resemblances between Plato's Republic 
and Gilligan's Ecchs U.; both, for exam-
ple, have a Spelunking Club. This is not, 
however, the end of the matter. In the in-
terval of dividing lines and splitting hairs, 
Plato sets out to describe the just state, on 
the· grounds that it is easier to describe 
justice in the macrocosm than the 
microcosm. (Actually, of course, Plato 
could not describe justice in either, so he 
tackled the bigger problem to make· bi's 
failure look less disgraceful.) 
.. 
.• 
Various devisive, destructive, and 
demented individuals at this university 
seek to make a case that the university is 
far from living up to the appropriate 
norm,.~ .. for a Christian institution of 
hifftler learning. I argue not only that this 
is a vicious calumny, but that those who 
say such things are moved by ulterior 
motives of a most degenerate kind. 
When we look at the Republic, we see 
that the just state has three classes: the 
philosopher-kings, the guardians, and the 
artisans and farmers. Their characteristic 
virtues are, respectively, prudence, for-
titude, and temperance. A proper balance 
of classes and virtues produces Justice. 
At Ecchsavier we find a similar three-
fold division: RA's, narcs, Dormitory van-· 
dais and pot-growers. This same pattern 
is repeated by the Board of Trustees, 
Campus Safety and Security, and the 
Maintenance Department. Whatever the 
Marx Brothers wrote about class 
divisions in The Communist Manifesto, I 
personally conclude that Ecchs U. cannot 
go wrong with such a structure. 
Additionally, many specific details 
concerning the organzation and f unc-
tionitig of this university correspond ex-
actly with Plato's descriptions in the 
Republic. The philosopher-kings, for ex-
ample, were seen as a select elite, in-
variably rea~~ipg correct d~isions for the 
pf'.oper an~ dynamic -direction of the 
Republic wi~hout -consulting. the Great . 
Unwashed; .J;:!t!= workings ()f the Student 
Envelopineq'C Office··. are similarly 
obscure. In' other ltlatteri(Eechs U. has 
even improved. upon the 'platonic ideal,,. 
for example, in the matter of censorship. 
Plato wished to keep Homer and other 
pacts from the masses, in case they might 
get improPer and impious notions about 
the gods. At Ecchs U. no such active cen-
sorship is needed (except in the case of the 
Athaneauame), because no student. 
would be caught dead rea4ing Homer or, 
for that matter, Plato. Not only this, 
shake their orthodoxy. And much as 
Plato believed in the community of wives, 
so does E.U., as is reflected by the ease 
with which anyone can break lntervisita-
_ tion. 
As any professor ·of the English 
Department -will tell you, on the basis of 
his experiences in Prose· ~om position 
classes, English is an extraordinarily dif-
ficult language to master. Since the 
. That is, the Aristotelians and Thomists 
at Xavier c;annot suppress their chagrin at 
the fact that this university is a viable, liv-
ing, and co'ftclusive proof of the wisdom 
of their arch-enenw. Plato. I intend to 
eschew obfuscation; accordingly, I will 
explain tJ1~n~olarly quarrels involved in 
this matter ... ·_ .. 
It may.seem foolish that anyone might 
become upset beca·use of Plato (not to be 
confused with Playdo), since he lived and 
wrote many years before Sha Na Na and 
the Beach Boys gave us a definitive view 
of the world. All that most of us know 
about Plat-and this is enough-is that 
he was a Greek, that he lived someplace 
between Helen of Troy and Alexander the 
Great, and that he wrote a book called the 
Republic. 
. I ask those who tend to disagree with 
me this one question, which should 
silence them forever. Do they really not 
see how the Platonic virtues are practiced 
at Ecchsavier'? We find abstinence_ at 
Tucker's, concern about trichinosis in the 
cafeteria, and courage in each and every 
dormitory, particularly at examination 
time, when students bravely wage a battle 
against their own sloth and. ignorance. 
And while the rest of us are too busy prac-
ticing these virtues, the Board of Trustees 
practices justice by raising tuition. 
. many good Christian and Catholic 
students force themselves to stay away 
from Mass, in case the Gospels might 
. Republic has ·~ot yet been translated from 
the· original English into our .modern 
language (which is further removed fro~ 
English that English is from, to take a 
wild example, Greek), most of us will be 
unable· to read the Republic even if we 
could get away from evening classes at 
[)ana's long enough to find the time. You 
will have to take the word of the classical 
scholars that Ecchsavier is indeed 
patterned on Plato's Republic . . You will 
have to. You must. You will them be 
branded and marked forever as a true ig-





My Dearest Wilhelmina, 
How are you? Fine, I hope. I 
·hope your studies toward your 
Bachelor of Demonology degree 
are doing well. 
Wilhelmina, I am writing this 
letter in response to a staggering, 
overwhelming need that 
threatens to envelop my very 
metaphysical being. In order to 
sate the demons pursuing me and 
win my way free to the warm glow 
of safety, I must ask you a painful 
·question which ·.is inherently· 
fraught with the dark potential of 
disaster. 
As well you know, my love for 
you · envelops all bounda~ies in 
blunt defiance of attempts at ver-
bal description.· My appreciation 
for you is so profound that, as you 
remember, several months ago I 
presented you with a tiny, highly-
pol!shed chunk· of carbon 
mounted for display in a circular 
band of. gold, of the genus and 
species generally known as 
"engagement ring." 
My problem is a simple one, 
though stating it is perhaps the 
most difficult use of the English 
language I have ever had to make. 
Briefly, I want the ring back. . 
Read· on! Do not take the above 
t() mean that I am declaring a 
cessation of our relationship 'or . 
that my intent to be bound to you 
in matrimony has diminished in 
any way. However, I would ap-
preciate your returning the ring,· 
that mere crass physical symbol of 
our love, in the self-addressed, 
stamped ·envelope I have endos-
ed.. . 
You may consider my query to 
lll1Pto· · 
be insulting and outrageous; after 
consideration you might be 
tempted to renegotiate our entire 
relationship. I beg you· not to do it, 
I beg you to have faith in me. My 
need for the ring is pressing and 
overbearing, based on the need to 
rapidly make good on my 
obligations in a number of finan- · 
cial transactions which have 
recently reversed with respect to 
me. 
I am confident that you will un-
derstand the. treachery of the 
straits whose navigation I am 
currently attempting, and will 
return your ring to me JNithout any 
of, the relational · repercussions 
that normally accompany such a 
return. I am confident that you will 
stay by my side until this crisis is 
behind me and I can once again 
bestow upon you the ring of our 
love. I am confident of all these 
things. 
But, then, I voted for Gilligan, 
too. 
Yours Desperately, 
Your Fiance, The Editor . 
P.S.-Should something happen 
to me, you may recover the ring at 
· Will's Pawn Shops, ~h at Central, 
in Cincinnati. A p~otostat of the 
ticket will be sent to you. 
My Dearest Parents: 
Throughout -life there . are 
stumbling blocks that suddenly 
appear in the road toward success. · 
I,· your child, have come upon 
such a barrier. 
I find myself greistly concerned 
by the state of the economy. I toss 
and turn as if on a bed of nails. 
\ 
"!t,o 
Who can save those of us who are payments_.:.though the fact that I those among us whose potentials 
the victims of high prices? lnfla- mailed this "postage due" has develop more slowly. Without a 
tion is a dragon waiting to s·natch probably already raised such a loan of $3000 almost immediately, 
the innocent from productive possibility in your mind. I fear my college education will be 
lives. I can see him after me, night· The car- will be available for terminated with disconcerting 
after night, leering behind every repossession at Zigfield's Garage rapidity. · 
door I_ open~ I am a bundle of in Clifton, pending removal and I realize that I am asking for a 
nerves and fear that my sanity is · resale of everything on it that's tremendous sum. Yet who can 
_slowly ebbing away. worth anything-pending State measure the depth of the 
I am falling! There is no ray of Inspection. friendship, the warm camaraderie 
hope, no tangible object to cling I am sorry, but I must inform you we shared in our high-school days, 
to. I have heard others speak of that I have too desperate a need of cruising up and down the In-
the existence of a bottomless pit- money in other areas to permit terstate in delightful, carefree. 
I now have experienced this dark continued payments on, or abandon? I am confident that you 
enclosure. · ownership of, such a frivolity as an will be true to our former 
I cry for assistance but _my . automobile in this age of soaring closeness and . save me from 
friends have scattered to the very gasoline prices, dwindling energy de5titution with your warm finan-
cloisters of inaccessibility and turn reserves, and choking air p_ollu- cial assistance. 
their hearts from my plight. I had tion. · Remember, I was in the car that 
no recourse but to write and in- Yours in Bankruptcy, night after the Junior-Prom, and I 
form you of my condition. know what you di.d to that little old 
· I ask neither for pity not for en- ·Your Debtor,.The Editor lady ·in the 1949 Hudson and the 
couragement to carry on. My spirit two· semi trucks. 
is weak, and after careful reflec- P~S.-doesthismeanmy"OneAc-· · Yours in Da.redeviltry, · 
tion I feel that financial aid from count" is cancelled?° Your Old Buddy, Th~ Editor 
my_ benevolent protectors woul~. . 
greatly !mprovethesituation 1 fir:i~.·: , My Dearest High-School B~ddy; Dear Chief Accountant, Rocky's 
myst;lf 1~· , · _. I. am· glad to hear that you have Legit ,Young Adult Night Club, 
This . is not ~ '!lere . pie~ !0 r found. an. opening in the in- Newport, Kentucky: · . 
money, . nay, it, _is ~ plaintive creasingly tight job market and · I have made all . possible 
beseechi!"g that you migh~ restore have already found security, hap- arrangements to· amass ai total of 
what sanity I have le~, w~i~h can- piness; and prosperity in the ex- nearly $5600 by next week, early. I 
not be measured me_ntlf!cally, 1 citing world of foreign auto parts hope it will be a suffident advance 
assure you. My fate hes '" your r"etailing. . · on the·gambling debts I racked up 
hands. . · As you probably are aware, I am that night after the St. Patrick's Day 
I remind y~u. that, ai your wasting away here at Ecchsavier party. 
pro~eny •. 1 feel it is my duty to .be University, filling my mind with I will make every effort to con-
the mdi~id~al that you have guid- quantifiable nonessentials which tinue payments on a regular basis, 
ed a~d raised. I_ cannot l~t you . will one day earn me the grudging though I do not expect to.be able 
down, I pray that you will not accolade of "effete intellectual." to raise almost six G's in a lump 
forget.me a~ I struggle for accep- While you areraking inthedough again. Please· continue to 
tance'" society. · o t ther · th I · Id I ~ h · ·· d f "th t. th Lovingly Your Beloved Offspring u . e '" e rea wo~ . 1 ro. emp asize my goo a1 a e · · 
' The Editor . here 1~ H~sperson ';tall, f1l!mg .my monthly meetings when Vito gets 
P.S. Make sure- this one doesn't consciousness with d~zz~mg that gleam in his eye. I pledge to 
bounc::el pa~ades . of c'-?n.fl1ct1ng havemytotaldebtpaidoffwithin 
ph1losqph1es, stat1st1cs, and seven months at the outside. 
theories; · · '. Please put it up to my sad alcoholic · 
Yet my commitment to higher conditon at the time that I in-
Dear Mr. Abercrombie: educ·a~ion is deep and curredthedebtsandallowmethis 
As you are no doubt aware, -, irrevocable; and I'm sure that not lengthy payment period; you will 
have been less .than efficient in even y~u, in your. high-school- be paid in full, with interest... · 
making the .last five payments on diploma~only success, would dis- Would Mr. Rocky be interested 
my car, ·a 1968 Plymouth Valiant putethatwhatl amdoingissocial- · in "taking some of my pay"mef!t-in-. 
with two mismatched fenders and ly significant. · · . the form of free advertisements in 
···a Bondo trunk lid. · · It is on these grounds.that 1 must the Newsl.. ·: 
This letter is to notify you that I ask you to share.with me a portion Yours in Survival· (I Hope); · -__ · 




tenure in the edito,,hip this captain of the team. He was a 
gentleman temporarify dis-.. brilliant field general, and when 
appeared from the face of the ·the chips were down (the crowd 
earth. He was someh'ow.: wasreallyintosidebetsbackthen) 
transported to the mysterious · •·. · old Morty could always produce 
planet K in the wink of an eye. the cigar-winning, game saving, 
There, armed with nothing but his sure fire plar. On a particularly 
wits (and a computer terminal), dreary autumn day the 
Mr. Flush pro~eeded to amaze the Mousketeers were hosting their 
natives by squaring pi instan- crosstown rivals, the fearsome You 
taneously, and printing out See Men. 
Snoopycalendars. lngratitudethe In the final period the 
locals bestowed upon our Mouseketeers were trailing by 
spacefaring Thomas a most un- three points. In the Elet courtyard 
usual power, the solution tp the autumn leaves were falling on 
economic problems. three gardeners. Morty decided to 
_LJpon awakening_ from his attempthisnihyplay.Astheteams 
mghtmare, Mr. Flush went to approached the scrimage line 
Au_stra!ia. There he purchased a coach Alka Selcer knelt by the 
pair of cuddly koala bears, and sidelines and laced his shoe. The 
several million grams of eucalyp- ball was snapped to Morty and the 
tus seeds. Upon his return to the red shirted Mouseketeers starred 
Statesheconsultedacertainrascal moving towards the goal. 
named Mr. Richeart, who cleverly Meanwhile, back at the oasis, the 
constructed a nuclear reactor Arabs were eating their dates. 
To om children's children-How from a slightly used Opel engine. Meanwhile, back at the sideline, 
ean we 10 forward, when we don't This device was installed in a spec- Selcer was polishing his cleats. 
know whleh way we're faeina? tacular greenhouse gently nestled Morty looked around and saw 
-John Lennon · in the hills of southern Ohio. In nothing but the You See Men 
Many things have b~en happen- this small atomic environment, the charging him. 
ing around the E.U. campus (read trees and bears became fruitful The rest is Mouseketeer sports 
"camp-eye," you sticklers for and prolific. · history. Selcer yelled, "Pitch-out 
1 ed Within a few months the you ape." The gardeners raked. perfection) that have been re at newspapers announced that hun- Morty pitched. The Arabs belch-
in the campus newspapers. I feel dreds of adorable little koala bears ed. E. U. scored. The crowd roared. 
that a news article, in order to have were looking for a loving home. [Ed. note: Sprilt never could write, 
any temporal value whatsoever, Needl • · II h k h f. I II mustalsolookatthepast.Aherall, esstosaymnot1meata t e sports, toe) i is amouspaywi 
publicgaveeachandeverydarling always be remembered as the 
nostalgia is so much more bear a good home. Soon Mr; Flush Norwood Lateral. 
fascinating than reality (toke). A became very wea/t:1y . . He con· · 
most useful device forrelating the trolled all the eucalyptus trees in ·. . NEVER FER GOETZ (1987-
past in the narrative biography. · the western hemisphere (except 1 $88) Nev was one of the for-
Biographies, unfortunately, are for the small one that Judy Agnew tunate E. U: undergraduates who 
almost always written about used to mark her current . . diary went on to ~ec~me a faculty 
famous people. Now I don't have page). But no one seemed to me"!ber. Nev d1dn t m~ss around, . 
anything against these people ex- · mind. Everybody in the hills of no sir~ bub, a'!d ac9u1red a doc-
cept for the fact that they are southern Ohio owned several torate. 1~ Engl!sh l1ter~ture. .He 
usually boring. That's why I koala bears and was in debt up to wrote his thesis and d1ssertat1on 
choose to write about infamous his ears 1o/ food. Ah yes, a sweet on tht;, famou~ Gertrf!de Stei~ 
people,whomfewhearaboutand solution to one man's economic poem, ARose1saRose1saRose. 
tend to be fascinating. A par- crisis. His brilliant deduction was that 
ticularly fascinating group of in- the word "rose" appeared in the 
famouspeoplejustbysomemere MORTIMER FINNEGAN beginning, the middle and the 
coincidence happen to be former (1888-1889) Morty was a foot- end of the sentence. This feat of 
editors of the campus newspapers. ball player back in the days when logical legerdemain refuted all 
THOMAS FLUSH (1971- theBoardofTrusteesactuallypaid previous theories, manyofwhich 
1972) This is a most enigmatic t.o attend the games. Besides being maintained that Gertrude asserted 




by Jock Angerson 
The Watergate brouhaha con-
tinues to unfold, showing the 
shocking extent to which this cor-
ruption ate. Even the college cam-
puses, those traditional bastions of 
academia removed from politics 
and the real world as far as possi-
ble, now seem to be dragged into 
the mire. 
Unverifiable innuendo from an 
impeachable source came to the 
attention of a colleague of mine 
while using the public restroom of 
the Cincinnati bus terminal. Thus I 
have come into the possession of 
transcripts of' the Gilligan Tapes. 
The transcripts conclusively show 
beyond the shadow of a doubt 
that Fr. R.M. ("Bob") Gilligan, 
President of Ecchsavier University, . 
and several of his top ad-
ministrators, misht perhaps· have 
been probably involved. · 
Portions of; the transcripts 
follow: 
FR. R.M. ("Bob") GILLIGAN: 
Hello, hello. It's always a pleasure 
to talk to you, Lyndon. · 
PRES.: (Expletives deleted.) 
(Character references deleted.) 
That's Richard, Father. 
BOB: Well, sorry, sir. You, being a 
President yourself, "know that so 
much time is taken up by-keeping 
in touch with the people. Now, 
what can I do for. youl · · 
PRES: Well, we'd like you to take 
the initiative, steamroll . ,some 
gemstone, etcetera. Specifically; 
we'd like to know wheth'er the 
availability, now I'm just· sa'ying 
availability, you know, ~of -large · 
grants and funds, all over the 
counter, would, er, ah-In other 
, words, we're calling because we,· 
er, would like a few, um, favors .. ; . 
BOB: How much for what/ 
PRES: (Expletive deleted.) Well, 
.... , • .,,•wa.1m 
Bob, it seems, er, you've got the 
picture. Ahh, we have these con-
tibutions for our campaign from 
. loyal citizens, that, um, live in 
South America educating the · 
poor, the backward people in, uh, 
American mining technology. 
Now, these people want to sup-
port us, er, uh, but there might be 
some, uh, interference. 
BOB: Well, we could set 
something up where ,some fake 
exchange students register for a. 
lot of courses, pay, then quickly 
withdraw, but that would be un-
ethical. Let me talk to "Buzz" 
Sheerer about the details. ; ; 
Unfortunately, there follows a 
seventeen-minute buz~ing when 
a cafeteria worker spill~ a pat of 
coffee he was bringing to Fr. 
Gilligan all over the secretary's 
desk. • 
However, our sources show that 
two students ·named Howardo 
Huntinez and Gordon Liddiera 
both signed up for 64 hours of 
Ecchsavier courses on September 
15, 1971, and both withdrew the 
next day. 
Rumor has it that hisher-ups at 
this Midwestern university were 
so alarmed in the national moral 
fervor following Watergate that 
they decided to shih to .a flat rate 
of tuition to prevent anything like 




,, .. '• , 
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(Edito~'s' n~ie: The following note. 
wasfoun4.sttef.fed into a pair of Size 
9 sneakers dropped. in the mud 
behiiid Rackpile Hall. -:f lthough it 
strives for an impression of super-
- ... ,;-~-·· .__,,..;;, ..... ---•"""~~-.(<"••·'"'"' ___ .. ,,_...... ______ . ____________ -----
ficia/ verisimilitude, even to the 
point of making geographic 
references to Ecchsavier landmarks. 
it is obviously a malicious work of 
fiction. For, as everybody knows, 
there is no drug problem at 
Ecchsavier University. After all, 
when you're too drunk to stand up 
it's hard to make a connection.) 
There we were on a Thursday 
night, stuck inside ofHuspersonand 
Ecchsavier arid the straightness of 
reality (or is that the reality of 
straightness?). No weed. Nowhere. 
Steve (my roommate) had just 
finished a floor-wide search, called 
~ut everyone we knew, and cleaned 
out the desk drawers, yielding onJy 
half a bowl that was really three 
fifths belly-button lint and didn't 
even get us half-high. We were on 
our way to the Games Room for 
some pinball and some three·two-
you-know-what-water when who 
should fall out his doorway into the 
hall but Phred, accompanied by a 
billow of heliotrope smoke. Steve 
and I glanced at each other with wide 
eyes and anxious heads. "Hey, 
Phred, I thought you said you didn't 
have anything." 
"Ohhh, man, I don't. Come on in 
and lemme show you guys 
something that'll really flip you out." 
We blazed a trail through piles of 
dirty clothes, books, speaker cables, 
and ·other debris, cleared a spot on 
the floor, and settled down to do a 
few. · 
While indulging in the strange-
. tasting mixture, we learned that the 
reddish-brown leaves came from our 
humble campus. While not the best 
quality high, (Steve compared it to 
the time he did five Dristans, three 
No-Dozes, a pint of Mad Dog, and a 
gram of coffee grounds), it is free. 
readily available, and legal. . 
.. The !Caves come from the 
sweetgum Oak (ltyllgit JahalwJ 
that dot the ~hsavier campus. The 
most potent leaves are those that 
have fully matured, fallen off, and 
aged in puddles for a few weeks. The 
leaves _are spread out to dry for a few 
days, ground up, arid cleaned of 
of the E.U. English Dept., T. v. 
Turkey, S.J., knew full well that a · 
Black Shasta is different from a red 
Creeping Climber. Hefiguredthat 
his English Dept. already consisted 
of the biggest collection of 
rhetorical hon-entities since the 
Harvard fire sale, so one· more 
wouldn't hurt. 
A freshman English teacher 
quickly finds his place in the deci-
sion making process at E. U. Presi-
dent R.M. Gilligan appointed him 
to the Special Committee for 
Studying Alternative Uses for the 
Defunct Cocharot Stadium (SC-
SAUDCS). 
·Through the miracle of printing 
we can now segue to a meeting of 
the SCSAUDCS. In attendance 
are: T. V. Turkey, 5.J., chairman; 
Auto Mobile, who when not sell-
ing transmissions works in theE.U. 
CA Dept.; Muck McChaffee, stu-
dent government president; and 
Nev. 
TV: I am calling this meeting to 
order. Muck, You've just spilled 
coffee on my Punch. 
MUCK: No loss, father, thf! Cen-
sorship Committee just 
blackballed Punch yesterday. 
TV: That's cool, I didn't unders-
tand it anyway. 
NEV: Because there is a renewed· 
interest in classics on campus, I 
propose that we wall up the north 
end, and flood the field. 
MUCK: The rats will drown. 
NEV: Anyway, we can have 
trireme races ... 
AUTO: If you're interested in 
them classics, we can convert the 
stadium to a Greek epitheater-
no, I mean ultracatheter-uh, 
make it antitheater. 
1V: Amphitheater. 
AUTO: Yeah, outdoors. 
MUCK: I personally favor cham-
pionship minefield track. You 
know, if you finish you win. 
NEV: We could have summer 
toboggan runs. Just build a ramp 
and cover it with White Castles in 
case it does not snow ... 
As far as I know, the meeting 
continues. · 
stems and twigs.· The area beneath 
the Koolmin parking lot is filled with 
these trees, so if you're tired of fork-
ing out twenty bucks every couple 
weeks, get your rake and bushel 
basket and get ready for an ex· 
perience you're not likely to forget. 
(Editor's Note: This scandalous 
article is utterly untrue. All mix-
ological information contained 
herein is invalid-as sevaral Chem 
majors on my staff have confirmed 
by carrying our the steps suggested in 
the article-what blue elephant, 
Mark? And I don't hear the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir . . . ) 
Meta-
physics 
By RAY LEBOWSKI 
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.. Well, uh, Mr. President, you 
can't imagine how honored we arc· 
UNCLE BILLARKIN (who 
knows?) Unc may have been a 
former editor, and he may be 
employee/ by the university. He 
spends much of his time reading 
about logic and reading Carol 
Lewis. Yesterday he gave me this 
and told- me it was written with 
E. U. in mind. Thie first stanza gives 
a clue to the entire riddle. Each 
subsequent stanza is another 
word. When the words a re arrang-
ed in vertical column, the answer 
is obvious. Good Luckl 
A hedonistic delight 
What every Mouskie craves 
· With a bit of relish might 
Become the campus rave. 
As four is related to two 
· As five 'relates to three, 
Certainly Newton to you 
I ·have said too much to thee. 
Detroit gives these freely 
If you pay the price, of course. 
I wonder if Horace Greely 
Preferred the car to a horse. 
Pity poor old Daniel 
Talking to his shrink. 
His deepest thoughts are 
Common Knowledge, I think •. 
A table in the temple 
A former font of blood, 
Now today it's very simple 
Made of stone or wood. 
It's situation normal 
With a special twist 
The military, very formal, 
Defines it to be this. 
What many do to loved ones 
Who die and shun the ground 
These are the above ones 
Safe from worms and sound. 
(Solution on Page 12.) 
Treasure 
from page 2 
You expected an article here, 
didn't you? Fooled youl 
here at Ecchsavier by your presence. 
I mean, Walter Hellion was 
something else, but the big cheese 
himself, well gee whiz!" So began the 
most important interview ever for 
E.U. President R.M. ("Bob") 
Gilligan, understandably unsettled 
by the thought that if his funds re-
quest failed, his job status would 
·evaporate as well. Tact was 
everything ... 
Ford, still new at hisjoband unus-
ed to such lavish praise, squirmed 
uncomfortably and suggested "Why 
don't we go down and chat by your 
pool, Father? I find them so relax-
ing." At this, Gilligan lapsed into a 
dead faint. 
Being both a chance spectator to 
this historic event and somewhat 
familiar with the arts of first aid, l 
rushed to Father's side and tried to 
revive him, while explaining to the 
President that the pool was still in 
the planning stages. 
Ford understood and assured me 
that he'd try to avoid this touchy 
subject for the duration of the talk. 
By now, Fr. Gilligan was ·reeling 
better and ready to resume the talk. 
"Now, where were we, Mr. 
President?," he began, "Oh, yes, the 
pool. I'm afraid our water polo team 
is tuning up for the national finals 
and their practices are top secret. I 
hope you understand." 
Ford concealed his puzzlement 
well and changed the subject. . 
."Lovely weather, isn't it? Nothing 
like spring in the midwest, brings 
back memories of spring football at 
Michigan. Why don't we stroll down 
to the gridiron and watch the 
Mouskies practice, Father?" 
I watched breathlessly as Fr. 
Gilligan grabbed his chest, tossed the 
athletic director a glance boding ill 
for the future, sank slowly to his 
knees and then lay prostrate. 
I exchanged a few more words 
with the President that· day as we 
watched the ambulance drive off. 
"Funny," I said. "What's funny?," he 
said. "Life's funny," I said. "Yeah," 
he said. 
Senate from page 2 
Mary. Do as the idol of Broom 
· Lodge says, Beth. 
(Panl Rollerderby calls the 
vote. Bungler votes A YE; everybody 
else votes NO.) 
HENS: The motion is defeated, 1-
16-0. 
SENATOR Tom Faulters: 
Somebody didn't vote-George, 
wake up! 
SENATOR George Slowpoke: I 
abstain. 
WOOLITE: But there are only 17 . 
Senators here. That's 18 votes. 
GRABBITZ: I submitted a proxy 
from Sen. Denise Whom. 
SENATOR Julie O'Penhouse: But 
this is the 53rd meeting she's missed 
out of the 53 since the Afro-
Irreverent Student Association ap-
pointed her under our revised rules 
requiring ten blacks, nine women, 
eight Italians, seven fat Irishmen, six 
Germans, five morons, four pseudo-
intellectuals, three freaks, two tall 
cafeteria workers, and a partridge in 
a pear tree. 
ROLLERDERBY: She's still a 
member, even if her uncollected mail 
is now filling the Senate, News, and 
Official Lavatory offices-will 
somebody please wake up Slowpoke 
again? 
SENATOR Bill Fudgins: I guess 
Mark Fetid forgot to wind him up 
and program him this morning. 
McCHAFFEE: The motion having 
been defeated, I override the vote. 
Give them the money, Wally. 
EX-VP Dave Loubrock: But that's 
completely contrary to any known 
parliamentary procedure! 
McCHAFFEE: Well, I'm doing it, 
and it's my Senate meeting. If you 
don't like it, I'll just pick up my 
secretary and lock you in here. 
FOULLY: You can't just pick up 
your secretary and lock us in! 
McCHAFFEE: Oh no? Just try to 
get out without a Doorknob! 
WOO LITE: I move we override this 
override. 
O'PENHOUSE: I second, so does 
Faulters. · 
ROLLERDERBY: All in favor, 
aye-




THE BIG TWO: Nooo ... 
SLOWPOKE: I abstain. 
HENS: Motion carried, 14-2-1. .. 
ROLLERDERBY: The override is 
overridden. No, Mary, I won't take. 
another Denise Whom proxy. 
You've given me 189 so far this 
semester, all mimeographed. 
McCHAFFEE: I override the 
override of my override by my im-
perial powers. . ' · 
· SENATOR Rich Musso: You can't 
do that. you,big bully! 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
BOO 1100. ZOO U! We spent almo>I S600on this rag. 
I ;11 your hcoirt nut! 
\\',\NTEIJ: One 111 1n1ereollcgia1e h;1ske1hal1 coach. 
\pply :II Schhll Mcmorahle Flcldholl•e. E.U.--Lillle 
.l1111111y. 
111 Ml< D OF TR USTEES:·Ynur shipment of Grecian 
I unnul:a ((t has arn\·cd. PfCasc pick up. E. U. pmit uf· 
llL'C, 
1 UNGRATUl.ATIONS T.W. !'LYNN: you have 
hc1..·n ~elected ;is the l'lanned Parenthood Poster Baby. 
Cl.IFFOl!I> l!Ul!NES: Your jumpsuits are ready. 
o..;urr\'. we couldn't remove the ~•ain from the lime one. 
llm:;twcll Cleaners. Evanston. 
JJOR MITOR Y !'IRE Cl.EAR AN CE: TVs, Stereos, 
l 'alculatnrs! Apply for waiting list at Housing Office. 
1..JI .. alter Aprol JO. 
\J{SOSISTS WANTED: Apply at Housing Office, 
Lii .. hcfnre April 10. 
IUl('CO St\Yt\REYOUSEl\MY: What the hell i•g<>-
111~ on on the 'fhtrd Hoorofyourdormitory'!-theSe· 
l·_111HJ ..-iour of your dorm11ory. ...... 
McCHAFFEE: Oh, can't I? Come, 
Jane. When you people get hungry, 
call me at the Fieldhouse. 
McGRAFT: Cmon, gimme the 
money, Wally. I'm overdrawn, 
and:_ 
MUDDLEDAGAIN: If you hadn't 
bought Broad that stereo-
TREASURE.R Wally Cashcrook: · 
Coming up,_ Dougie-gee, there's no 
money here. I'll just have to print up 
more on the Power Elite's-I mean, 
Broom's ril.imeography ... 
SENATOR Tony Corleone: But last 
week, you said we had $8635.91! 
CASH.CROOK: Well, you know. 
Little expenses. Broom, the.Diaper .. 
McCHAFFEE: SHUT UP, Wally! 
ROLLERDERBY: Any new 
business? (Ten arms s.hoot up.) 
McCHAFFEE: No new business, I 
see, except a request from · Ex-
Senator Grabbitz. 
GRABBITZ: Campus Monastery 
wants $13,548.44 for miscellaneous 
expenses. 
McCHAFFEE: You've got it. 
BOLOGNA: Whateverhappenedto 
parliamentary procedure? 
McCHAFFEE: I don't know. Okay, 
I'll appoint a committee to in-
. vestigate it-yes, Beth? 
BUNGLER: The Broom Lodge 
Breen Bag Lunch starts in five 
minutes. 
McCHAFFEE: Okay, meeting ad-
journed. Dougie, here's your five 
grand ... 
Jesuit from page 3 Picture from·page 5 
ever.really existed.:' At _any r~te, he uODZILLA 'vS THE S.J.'s 
contmued, "the s1tuat1on will be . 
reviewedattheendofthe'year,as.are _ FROM OUTER SPACE 
all our projects." . Japan's tribute to the Society of 
Meanwhile, back on campus, a Jesus. Godzilla v~liantly fights a race 
stake-out by Work-Studyerriployees of beings, from outer space who 
around the Mousketeer statue·on the camouflage themselves as Jesuits. 
Mall was deployed to intercept news ID order to defeat them, Godzilla 
flashes, and. Mark.Fetid announced has to fight the creature known as 
· through a megaphone from t~ top Pencilick, a mo~ter s~ped like 
of·Husperson Hall that he thinks ·a red marking pen. Student with a 
everybody's beeri looking at him fun- 4.0 admitted free. Others, tough 
ny, AAand you all better quit it!" beans. 
Subsequently, rumors circulated of 
possible kidnap attempt aimed at 
Koolmin Hall, or/ and esi>ecially fhe 
first floor thereof. . · 
Mark Eden, of Student Develop-
ment, opened that "the Mouskies are 
just having fun! We ought to just 
wait and see what happens." 
"The News is investigating further 
rumors that Schott Hall is vacation-
ing in Florida. According to other 
reports, the building was unex-
pectedly dismantled late one night 
when all the residents decided to run 
. away to Miami and open a Masters 
THE BRUNT PAGE 
A group of intrepid, insipid, in-. 
sane, and inconspicuous students 
conspire to create the ultimate 
weapon of destruction-this parody 
issue. Cast features Tom Flynn and 
other assorted maniacs trying to es-
cape from the Special. Visual Effects · 
of Joe. Bertke. Your undivided atten-
tion is all that is needed or wanted: 
Solution to Mowl's 
Puzzle. 
R E A s E R 
Core changed 
by Wool Slleetard 
Fr .. Gilligan today announced a 
rise in Philosophy and Theology re-
quirements for the next year, as 
decide by the Board of'frustecs, who 
met last night in the Hemorrhage 
Board Room. · 
Each new Ecchsavier student wjll 
be required to. take JO hours of 
philosophy and 27 hours of 
Jheology; to support this expansion, 
both Departments involved. im-
mediately announced new courses 
that were judged more interesti111 
and applicable ·to the student in 
today's society. 
The new courses include: 
· PL 411 Phlloaophy of Sir_. 
FlghUng-Brass knuckles as an ul-
timate good. 
TH 1939 Mein K•mpf-A 
Theology of Hebrew equality. 
PL · 1040A Elhlca of CrHllYe 
Accounting-How to cheat on 
your Ini:ome Tax in a Christian 
manner. 
PL 59' Met•phy1lc1 of 
Siphoning-Your neighbor's gas-
oline as a tangible good. Potency 
and act in a rubber hose . 
in Business Administration and 
Evening College.· A subsequent G 
possibility, building on the 
"Contemporary Sex" one-hour R 
course offered f~rmerly by Betty 
E B A T 
Lou Jest's office, would be a Masters E L L S B E R G 
& Johnson Administration Degree 
E . TH 007 Peritecost .. Mllllonlll'J 
Technique-Forced repentance. 
·Compulsory re-baptism. Arm 
twisting, Chinese water torture. 
TH·C. Theology of. Drug u.e-.. 
The implicatiom of an artificially in-
in the Evening College. 
Student Sandbox is scheduled to A 
vote Wednesday on a proposal by · 
L T A R 
N A F u duced state of heaven. . . McGRAFT: Have it sent to me at Shot Buick .. Now, Broad, what color 
was that Electra you liked ... ? 
END OF MEETING 
. Tom Muddled again that the S 
building be re-constructed by stu-
. dent volunteers for the obvious sen- E 
timental reasons. 
N T 0 M B 
PL 1975. Phllolophy of Poverty 
Tod•y-Paradoxes of Welfare. 
Color TV's, Food Stamps, Coup· De 
Vine's. 
Spott: "The Quacker State people 
were talking to· me about doing a 
commercial about Quacker State." 
(Quacker State? I'd tried it several 
years abo- a good Pennsylvania 
motor oil, but nothing to get excited 
about.) 
Quack. St.: "How about doing one 
whe~ you compare Quacker State 
and Exxon ... ?" 
Spott: (Silently-"They've got to be 
kidding.") 
Quack St.: "You'd just drive two un-
marked cars and tell us which motor 
oil ran zingier ... " 
Spott: "You've really got a good 
motor oil, but couldn't we compare 
it with Pennzoil or Sears Best?" 
Quack. St.: "Your favorite motor oil 
is Exxon, rightT' 
Spott: "Well, Exxon is Exxon, 
man." 
Quack. St.: "So we want you to com-
pare Quacker State with your 
favorite motor oil." 
Spoil: "I think you're · kidding 
yourself." 
Quack St.:"Unfortunately-(Deep 
breath)-you're right. We don't have 
a chance against Exxon. I just don't 
see how we can do a comparison ad 
with our crummy motor oil." . 
Spoil: "Me neither. But wait a sec-
if you don't do the ad, then I'm not in 
it-AND I don't get paid $2500. 
Right?" 
Quack St.: "You got it." 
Spott: "I'll find something to com-
pare it to. If it kills me!" · 
Quack. St.: "Look, Spott, just go 
hoi:ne and make up your own blind-
fold test and tell us what you think." 
Spott (Fool) "It's a deal!" 
(End of meeting) 
Spott: "So I went home and said to 
myself, Let's start at the bottom. So I 
went into my fridge and got a can of 
Booger, the worst lpcal beer I could 
find-and they're all bad. I put the 
'Quacker State in my crankcase, and 
the Booger in my wife's car's, and 
tried driving them blindfolded. 
"That didn't work too well. So in-
stead, I had a friend change the oil 
without telling me which was which. 
And l tried the car with a crankcase 
full of Quacker State, and the car 
with a.crankcase full of Booger. · 
"You're not going to believe the 
results of my test unless you try it 
yourself. Get two cars and compare 
Booger with your favorite motor oil. 
The Booger car will run smoother 
and quieter. Maybe you've been 
fooling yourself, too, Those Booger 
people are so sneaky, disguising that 
sreat motor oil by calling it •beer.' 
"Now if only Quacker State would 





motor oil. by SCUMM SPOIT, DJ, WSKl radio 
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